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ABSTIACT

The results of a program to et~, .alt-ate and recoriend the most feasithle
techniques and eui,~mt for an a-ir lanerc.I rocker' aot~ding system comats-
ible vlth tke AX/AQ-1.9 DMeteaolagLca 373tem are Pareserm-ed ia this re7Ozt.
The pur-pose of the rocke-taound-flzg system is to extand the meteroogical
data envelo~e to au alttude of 120,00G feet and to ;ravide a graw Lh aaa-
billity for future expension to 250,0C0 Pand the ares tet-i'een 4.OO,MCO and
6coyCC feet.+

Se~ea ~poce to air lainched mteorologi-at soundirngs- hgae -teen stundled.
These include various airframe ingtallati:oninaios racket propeled
flight vefxicl-s, an& a gua I inchecl mwtearlgical probe. M The aiCUS fa~rtorS

invawedin the progr=~; Aircraft Flight- Safety7, iafftalla:-Io, r-ocket Tehile
* Ccnfiguratlon, mtec=.logia2. L t; ackage, a=nd system grwth. patential

have resulted in the recozmerdation of one configarastion as tbe o~im~m.
These Vehiclesy carriled in tindezwing eternal atarea, are readIly aatable
to either the V-T or M/Cl-35Baicf.

The sourAing vehifcle vill be, dragped from the sircraft, paracbzte stabiziei
sn equzence fired to attaia the diesired 320,0CC foot level.. At apage,

the instrument packxage will Separate from the vehIcle, and transamit vressure,
temp erature and huuinl ty data. A control pressure capsule vithin the sonde
Will taerinate the H? 3sigUa whe %Pi hag dedCendtd to flig.. - 70-.
This cut-off peratits oyiiatIin of instrruent descent rate and precludes
aircraft maneuerz to maintain data. rece-ption from the sonde. The vertical
profile mW be continued to ground lievel. vith an AJ/AMT-l3 Radiosonde which
is an integral part of the AN/MsK-19 Systemz. Density of the air through
which the sonde pases ma be calculated by uzse of tkae teaperature, pres-
sore and altitude data obtained for the 120,,0C0 and 250.,000 foot system an
air =7 be considered as having a consteant1 moeczLar weiglht at these altitudes.
limetional. descriptions of the AN/AMq-l9 and AN/GYM-4 3ystems have been in-
cluded in thIs report, along withL a. description, of the compatibility of the
rockatacunding system. The incorprat-an. of an available aircraft qualif i
rocket motor' in the flight vehicle, vIll contribute to reduction, of cosat
duriag development and qual-if icatioa of the System.
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SBZTION I

IlMOGDUCTION

The W-47E Weather Reconnaissance Aircraft is equipped vith the AN/A -19
Meteorological System for the collection of veather and flight data at air-
craft altitude (35,000 feet) and betveen flight level and the ground by drop-
aonde. The addition of an upper atmosphere rocket sounding capability, of
the type investigated during this study program, will increase the vertical
data t welope to an altitude of 120,000 feet. Meteorological Data obtained
at these levels will greatly enhance the scope of data collection and will
have application to the problems of optimizing the performance of ballistic
missiles, boost glide vehicles, and airburst probes. It will also enable
further study into the performance of tracking and search equipment and allow
an expansion of existing studies on the high altitude atmospheric processes
and their effects on stratospheric and tropospheric veather conditions.
Since the sounding rocket is aircraft launched, instead of balloon or ground
fired, vast areas of the atmosphere not covered by present systems can be
sapled.

This report presents the results of the study program and recommendations
for the system to be employed. It also includes investigations of several
unusual approaches toward obtaining the desired goal. The sounding system,
recomended as a result of this detailed study (PAUIA I), consists of an
instrument package, a proven rocket motor (Falcon M58A2), and a flight
vehicle configuration. The complete souAing system includes externally
installed stores each containing two sounding vehicles which are dropped
individually from the aircr Lft, parachute stabilized, and sequence fired to
a 135,000 foot apogee. At apogee, the ogive nose section containing the
sounding instruments separates from the flight vehicle, is parachute-deployed,
and proceeds to transmit humidity, pressure, temperature and reference data
to the aircraft during descent. The external store concept vas utilized,
after careful consideration of the various methods studied, so that modifica-
tion to the two aircraft concerned (W-47E and KC/C-135B) would be held to a
x1nim=, aircraft flight safety considerations vould be maximized, and the
pod containing the sounding rockets loaded aboard either aircraft without
further handling. A detailed discussion of this and the other approaches
studied is included in this report.

A rocket motor presently qualified for aircraft use vas selected from those
studied in an effort to reduce the total cost of the air launched rocket
soundimg program. Several other motors vhich could deliver the desired
thrust vere investigated during the program but were dovngraded on this
basis since the program to qualify a rocket motor for use aboard aircraft
is extremely expensive. The flight vehicle and pod contain all components
for the firing sequence. The pod, sounding vehicle, and aircraft ubilical
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connections have been carefully planned for fail safe operation. A strip

heater is utilized to maintain the solid state circuitry, batteries, and

hyWometer fluid at acceptable temperatures prior to release from the air-

craft. Since the "cost-per-shot" of the sounding vehicle will be higher

than that of an AN/AMT-13 Radiosonde, careful study has been made of all

components to assure a very high degree of reliability.

The system presented is completely compatible with the existing AN/AM)-19
system currently in use by the Air Weather Service. Consideration has been

given to the expansion of the vertical envelope to 250,000 feet and to the

region between 400,000 and 600,000 feet when appropriate sensors are avail-

able. It is anticipated that these future investigations may be accomplished

with only minor modifications to the flight vehicle and aircraft equipment.

In the following sect4 onZ of this report the flight vehicle, instrument pack-

age and each meteorological sensor is discussed in detail and calculations

supporting the orirating parameters of the system, including rocket propelled

flight vehicle characteristics, are presented.
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SECTION II

FROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Certain features, characteristics, and performance must be incorporated into
the design of an air launched high altitude meteorological sounding subsystem
to assure compatibility with the AN/AMQ-19 System and the W-4TE and KC/C-135B
aircraft. These criteria also include flight safety considerations, reliable
data collection and the anticipated operational environment. In initiating
the study program, the first problem considered was the location of the sound-
ing vehicle, its components, and its ultimate method of release from the air-
craft. Operational safety precludes the possibility of firing the rocket
motor while mounted within the aircraft. It is necessary to consider fuselage
mounting with horizontal separation, and external stores with a downward
separation. A careful study was made of each possible method with aircraft
safety and consideration of cost per shot being paramount in selection of the
final system.

The program objectives which were primary considerations during the study
program can be summarized as follows:

1. Aircraft Flight Safety must be considered of paramount
importance.

2. The system must be readily adaptable to both the W-4TE
and the KC/C-135B aircraft with a minimum of structural
modification to the aircraft.

3. The telemetering equipment must be compatible with the
AN/A -19.

4. The rocket motor used for propulsion of the flight vehicle
should be aircraft qualified and an Air Force stocked item.

5. The rocketsounding system should consist of state-of-the-
art techniques for use at altitudes of 120,000 feet and be
readily expandable to 250,000 feet with future development
to the region between 400,000 feet and 600,000 feet as
applicable sensors become available.

The objectives presented in the following paragraphs were carefully con-
sidered in evolving a final selection of soui.nn- system components and
aircraft installation.
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FLIGHT SAEM

The method selected for separation of the sounding vehicle from the W-47E
and KC/. 135B must assure absolute safety of the aircraft. "Fail-safe" pro-
visions must be incorporated in the subsystem to assure that the rocket
motor and any Jettison system will not function inadvertantly aboard the
aircraft in flight or during any required ground handling.

CCST PER SHOT

The air launched rocsetsounding system recommended must offer a cost which
is not prohibitive to operational use after acceptance. To fulfill this
objective the study was directed toward investigation of not only the rocket
motor, flight vehicle, and handling costs, but also the major areas of air-
craft retrofit, system qualification and logistics support in operation, all
of wnich must ultimately be amortized into the cost of each sounding taken.
In an effort to assure that these problems were all considered, a variety of
state-of-the-art hardware was investigated with careful consideration being
given to existing ANi/AI-13 experience and to aircraft qualified rocket
motors.

AIRCRAFT INSTALLATION

The aircraft position selected for the installation of sounding vehicles
must be consistent with other systems aboard the aircraft, assuring that
damage will not result during launch due to debris or malfunction. Further,
the location selected must minimize the environmental conditioning (heating)

required for tne instrument package and assure that transmitter operation
can be confirmed prior to launch. The location chosen should result in a
mininuim of modification to either of the specified aircraft. The panel pro-
vided for control of the sounding subsystem must be consistent with those
presently used in the AN/AMR-19 System in information display and electrical
functioning. Interlocks must be provided so that during the launch sequence
only the desired package may be armed and released. This will assure that a
dropsonde cannot be released when a rocketsonde is desired and that the

converse could not occur.

ALTITUDE FERFORMANCE

The rocket motor sel, cted to propel the flight vehicle to altitude must be
of a type available from Government stock or at least be a proven if not
qumlified motor, and of sufficient performance (thrust and burning time) to

assure that the instrument package reaches the desired altitude.

2
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IN-FLIGHT STABILIT

The rocletsounding vehicle configuration Must be designed * assure amota,
stable flight from launch 'o apogee. 3asable, erratic, flight a:n result
in damaging accelerations to the instrumnt package sad in failure to reach
the desired altitude and position relative to the launch aircraft.

INSTRUMENT PACKAGE

The instrument package must be designed to accommodate sensors for detecting
pressure, temperature, humidity and to all v calculation of density to an
altitude of 120,000 feet. The design concept of thte package s allow for
simple substitution of alternate sensors for higher altitudes and provide
sufficient power for their operation. The electronics section of the pack-
age mist be designed to transmit the weather data collected over a carrier
frequency of 403 megacycles at a pulse repetition rate compatible with the
Receiver in the AN/AMq-!9 System. The data transmission format must be simi-
lar with that used in the AN/AMT-13 Radiosonde although differences in data
sequence are permissible.

GROWTH POTENTIAL

The system will be designed to permit expansion to 250,000 feet ith a min-
imum of modification in the launching sequence of the flight vehicle. The
primary concern for this phase, PAULA II, will be the use of a more powerful
transmitter. Additional development in flight vehicle and sensors will
provide a system, PAULA III, for data collection in the 400,000 to 600,000
foot level. Requirem its for the type and quantity of data needed must also
be generated prior to this phase in the logical development of an expanded
system.
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.0CLSON AND RECCROOMDATIM

As a remsult of the efforts expnnded In th.U stmdy pro ram, oadc~td nder

the Provin of onutract A?19(- 8 -3264, the folilng :onclusions axd
recor tions are presented:

1. The concept of an air anched mteoralogical a

vehicle, compatible vith the AN/AM.19 Sysrtem, ascedIng

to 120,000 foot apogee frcm either the W-4iTE or the

MC/C-135B aircraft is feasible with state-of-th~e-art
hardware.

2. The air launched sovmding syutem abould carry tbe soundlig
vehicles and their deployment mecaniam as an external
store of the aircraft.

3. An upard looking receiving antenna should be mounted in
the aft fuselage of the aircraft and an additional con-
tral pael s to the AN ./ -!9 System.

1. The sounding vehicle should be installed in a pod,

deployed from the aircraft by a thruster, parachute sta-
bilized and fired to apogee via timing mechanism with
inherent safety devices.

5. The radiosonde should be deployed at apogee for parachute
descent. The data transmitted shall be completely compat-
ible -ith the AI/AK-19 System.

6. The radiosonde shall transmit analog signals representa-

tive of the temperature, humidity and pressure environment
through which it is passing. In addition, reference data

will be supplied at regular intervals. The data obtained

may also be used to calculate density.

T. The sensors shall be a ten rail diameter thermistor, a

carbon or aluminum oxide type humidity element, and a

bypometer.

8. The rocket motor shall be a Falcon M-58A2 for the 120,000

foot altitude, an M-60 for the 250,000 foot altitude. It

is possible that an M-60, plus a booster, ma be used for

the 600,000 foot altitude. These shall require only minor

changes within the flight vehicle and require no changes
to the dispensing system.
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9.The gun lawieahad probe abou1~i aot be considered.

10. The aft miounted dispenoer shoulA act be considered.
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SECTIO IV

PAUTIA I

(Air Launched @;per Atmosphere Probe)

The result of the detailed investigations outlined in the greceding section
was the concept of PAULA I presented in detail in this section. This final
design was =tde possible through close Cooperatio between the Thiokol Themi-
cal Corporation and The Bendix Corporation. The Thiokol Chemical orparatio's
extensive background in rocket motors, flight vehicles, and rocket handling,
coupled with the Bend-Ix Corpation' a background in apper a .tspheric sound-
ing techniques, instrumentation, and sensors, as well as the design and in-
stallation of the AIF/AM9-19 System, =Le this an ideal combination of talent
to investigate the rocketsounding system.

The rec dffe s7ytem is conletely compatible vith the existing AI/AI4-19
Meteorological Systen, and sounding equipmmt as presented in Section VI, and
represents state-of-the-ert techniques vhich can be apliLed with a min-Imim
of aircraft mdification and aystem qualificatiam problems. This system is
reMaiIY iaPtable to both the W7-7 and the KC/C-135B aircraft. Mwxim= use

h bv=e "-.ft of exis-ting Af/AU-71 Ratiosonle components and operational
techniques. This, together with further adv nces in sounding vehicles and
Instruirn packages, requires a ndnimum of ground handling prior to oper-
ational deployment. This advance is possible since the sounding vehicle
rocket motor is of a proven design, presently qualified for manned aircraft
use. Meteorological sensors and probe components have been chosen so that
baseline checks need consist only of setting the desired transmitter ra.io
frequency and charging the battery power supply. The flight vehicle .onfigur-
ation utilized is a further result of the cooperative effort between the Friez
Instrument, Division of The Bendix Corporation, and the A-tro-et Division of
ThiokoL Chemical Corporation. The pWLoad capability of this motor, the M58A2 ,
permits the incorporation of many existing AN/AM-13 _omponents, id a. proven
Bendix rocket-borne 17psometer, into the meteorological probe, with optimm
potential for future growth. This hypemeter is similar zo the VST and
AN/DK-9 types developed under Air Force Contracts: AF33(600)-41821,
AF19(628)-1655 and A?1(6o*)-&33. Anotber major advantage of the Falcon
MK5 rocket motor is its qualification for use aboard aircraft in accord-
ance with MI-E-425534. qualification and production of this motor were
accomplished under the provisions of Contract DA-l-0215O06 Ord. Over 4o, 000
of these motors have been manufactured. In addi-tion to providing 12.5
per cent over formunce for this 120,00C feet altitude sounding requirement
(vhich. permits changes in pvylosd azd configuration), the p-blished perfor-
mance data show an expected reliability (expressed as the ra o of successes
to total trials) of 99.99 per cent for flight testing. Consequently,



ltilzation of tdis reliable, TaLfie&, racx motoc represents a substantial
savings in the -:ize and :cst .we%,LJwet -.a lesign, develan and aual~fy -.he system.

A detailed study has been made of both the flight vehicle trtillzing this vter
and the mteorological package. This sounding vehicle is descrited in detail
in the followring paragraphs. MTe m'eteorological package and sensors are
covered in subsequent paragraphs.

DE2SCITN OF THE SYMMM rSFM

The sound', system recorxmde as a resut, of tne s-udy progrmz ,itilizes the
M5A2 Falcon rocket mtor in a six inc- dlawt.er fixed fin fight vehicle, as
illustrated in Figures IL-1 and 1- , This rocke- vehicle is capale of pro-

X21Lt~g anie ad oe -a.f pundpyload to an altitude of 135,000 feet win
igni tAd at an altituie of 31,500 feet. The W-47. normal cruise altItude is
35,000 feet. The flighz vehile, PAMA :r is contained in a pad 2k inches in
diameter and 78 inches long, as illas trazed In Figures -_ and 4-5. This pod
contains the necessa-y firing :ircuitry to launch -he soundng vehicle, ex-

ternalty -Powered strip aeaters to maitain psyload :ond-tioning te__ratrs,
a flight saety interlcck system, and a ?-jo-s-age peazracnte system. The first
parachute stage is a three-fz ot iameter drogue -esigned to maIntain pod sta-
biLity after jettison from the aracraft. The second stage is a 2k foot
d.iamter parachute intended to maintain vertical altitude stability of the pod
for launching of the M.58A2 powered samding vehicle.

External aerod;namic stores v1ll be Ins-a!e on pylmm beneath the wing of the
weather reconnaissance a:L'raft. he exerna.l stores will be .sed to house the
Sounding vehicle os. To v-hic-es wil1 be carred in each. s toe. The ex-
ternal store will be based apof the aeradynamic snape presently ased With the
B-47 aircraft as an aux iLary fuel cell. This ntmi is LL7-25 inches in
diameter and 2909 inces in length as sbown in Figure & . ese of this proven
mit is recommended since its flight cnaracterist-ics and effect apm aircraft
performance have been es-fabi.sahed. These effects are noted in a subsequent
Paragraph. A.rangement of ae sounding vehcle pods -ithin, the external store
is shown in Figure 4-3. On .ommand, the external store ejection parts are
opened and the drop pod is ready for Jettison. he pad is Jettisoned dasm-
ward with a relCci:ty relative to the aircraft of approximately 50 feet per
second which vill be obtained tnrough the mechanism of a folded piston and
cylinder operated by either a gas generator or a d-y gas storage system.
Break links will e ised Io onstrain the pod mtil the Jettison system pres-
sure is at the proper operating level. After pod Jettison, the ejection ports
are closed upon .omm-nd.

S0TJISCf( SYSM4 PEOMACMX

Aircraft flight safety ts if paramount importance during -he ai..raft flight,
pod Jettison, and soundin rocket launch phses of the mission. A safety



Isystem recocxmadi for tne at-borne 7orot1-4.c Lide 1 : i fmac.i -
Tatiany ffri-ag auxrent in .empt, and O techImc short. Mfc.iig.Tese

uc-tozu a= be accomp~saced by rej'sers activated by airr cer, by on-
tact awtcces btween pod and aic a n d lay acce!l-etic swt-ches sensfing
pod Jettison. accelera-.tion or paracmx-.e opening sickcs.

r The opeatonstl seqtuence of the sound-tag syt is ahown ia Fignres 1&-7.
thrug 4.-1T. Subsecluezi to pod jettison., a tiiree-fcot diasinter z4ibles
gulde surface drogue parachn-te -vi32 b-e deployed from tesounding Tehicle
pod by imsaos of a blast bag system.. TIs system wnaiatz of a parwcbnrte
packed in a heagy duck bag which 13 turned irnide oixt b;-y gas presue ca-
tridges, forteably deploy-lng the pa3rachmuze iato -he re.lati-7e wtnd. After the
drogue paracmirte inflatem me- stabilIzes tae pod, it ieeresthe pod to
& veloeiLty, of 2T:- f eet per second at an, altitade of 32,750) fee," At, tis tim,
the dxogae parachute is used to pall. a wenty-fciur foot diaimter rizg -elot
pgarallte, from tae pod. Mhe ring-alot parachi,-e -was sel.ec-ted for i-ta extrewe
srteab~ty. This maln parazinxt'e, constructez i-ith a. large zentral 7e~t to
faclitate Inirnohing of the scun 4m rocket tb.-ugh it, is attached to the
pod vith a geodetic sasns-ion 'Tine system ::a ifuther_ enh~ance stabilit-y and
to mialrtze, the penduLim effect. The pod is slowed t:o a vertical velocity
of 55 feet per second by thIs parachute when the ped has reached the racket
launtcb altittude of 3246130 feet. The launch a can be held to vwithla +5e
of the vertical, w.ith a f 1gure of +2 1/20-eing -vithin -,he Limits of' eiisting
paachuze technloU

The M58A2 mtor accelerat-eg the sounding Tehicle to a velocltyr of approz-
imtei,7 2 ,9EO feet- Zer second at -n atLtitude of 37, L:'C feet, vhere~xpon 'the
rocket coasta to its apogee altitude of 135,500 feet.- At agrogee, a t-f
vtthln the sounding rocket prlaad .jetisoniq the nose :one and deploys the
descent parachute attacned to the meteorological measuremert gackage. MTe

Inarul~i package then zollects and transmit.s meeoroi~ogica1 infarmazion .
the l.aunch aircraft vhIle descending to an alti.ude of 35,0CM feet, an in-
tena barometric sm-itch turs off the teleme-try tranmit-ter.

fluzing the Ill1 seccx~s of elapsed time from pod Jettison to apogee, as
detailed in Ape=Ux IT, the aircraft vill cover a horizontalt distance of

anrx~~t1795 ,.CO feet from the paint of launchi. The estimated three
sigma dis-;rsion radius of the rocket at apogee is 13 ,eCC feet, produced !:y,
the following factors:

1- 5 Degree/second pitcb. rate at Ilaunch..
2. 10 Feet per second horizontal -ri relative- to the rock._
3- 0.1 Degree thrut~k axis inisa&ignzxwt.
14.. 0.1 Degree =as 1mbalance.
3. 2 1/A Degree lanch angle error.

A combination of' airraft, trwrel ird this dispersion. at apagee resu.t1s in a
alni=jm angl.e fran the aIr-craft zenitk to tbe arnde of sppraimateI7 39".
This dispersion is presented In rahcal forzwt. in Figure 4-.18 ?erf=nace



of tbe sontdimg -7ehfiee is pres=-ed in Fig-ars i -19 thcg k-2:3 sod in

ux~n A. Azeriel A-ea1 At :Ls an4tiized tha these ma~zrsad Imb
waIa1 !M Ut izzf= ofthf reia!:e qmalified wtza viii rezzit

im a, sabtaftial, s7lzspaf tfo - d =a.rqixr- In sy~tez deig an qa
fficatio- It Is aticlaZed that B-4TZ ex-ra EXCUIAX7 fuel. tags Wal
als5~ e r.- ralahle as CFM ifo oeficz.Iln dzi-f~ te ;rgr

ITies, 37itrs. ;aahxe'adah-' M'jM o be atri~ized in th air
7aumched scu=fng racket syte are sraillble as Off-tbe-*heif it&- vhlch

t gained the =ae of t'e stazd~ -wing if-4- tack U k is t t I
e'Te=~ of L~ t Mal f--zf ':: two b~as e e lettillsowd. 2b imt~
sea i= p;awtxte and aazscci e ew-re 7Mi be left Lat-Mc... Samota-
tiGMn 'w-tIU tde air'-=Sft MMnnf&C-=e C~nfIrM tta fz i.tall SMLLZ k C=be

'xaned =n te W - 471 alr ra-. vitidM alxw-rm wd fI A !:& MIf iceZ.±
ret~red to mount. atorLso.~:J37 ~nie s I~4~cf~

pairtt La e ving if orn~~~e ving Is ee s~~i trsse!d far Cth
loads inMl:wed- Imre t.dM(Eng of the tanks W e 'cc zl e vIth exist-
ing ewTu~pMr? as no Chg= f= eernai C=Sfjg i-&t.IS a=n.j~pe±_e_ Me
sawe exzte~rnl ste -4.11 be wseabJ-e a7ti ethe the X:/-35B a-or X

Tbe external Stores ctIMInme te foiil- 121IA I Rock-.&=es viii vei4
a;;oa±iLr.eI, 25CC Pmds and are based CM Mdtiasf afte exearsai Maer
wing faeI stares prse=nz.y msed 7itl te 5"L72- n. exter-al cai4a'tI= aif
tae racket stores jIII. be exzactLy tie tae ;resert =It bru.the interzsi
str=-tizre iLt !:e scevt. difeen. is equivP~ fQor -.b- instalu-
tion. of tae exzternal. stares pylon st wesen.. Mw viag design of tk.e =/ih-135-S
:Ls tomatibje vitki .&e I tLza.of pylons batz su~ an iwma.5.ict has. at f
as ?Vt b:een. =ie aCCarIin .o -. e BmoeI-- kL--Pae :Cxp.=7.

Mbe inwtalTItioa ef exte~ral stores doies wot anve a great effece., a~p;=-
imstel7 7 Per te~t lzas, wn -Ue Per or-nCe of el ..te arrf. Zxa IeS ar
the peam~ af the B."13 are prs in-e ta te Ytg: Se=bok,
Y.G. 13-4-I-. Asa~ning a. takj .ott grvss veigtrt af 1C, prxd.s, and a
aaors.amt ager-atlzual air speed of 3fach C. C, the range ef tae alir-af Is
Stated as J., CCC miles vti the t asks Lastaul~ld (7.0. Figue AA-24-).
flurIng aoerton. t 35,-CC foat =lL. -iu.e .he abo~re fI&-t --anditions

vrih4 vng teaks (1.0. Figare th-i~,~e a eatIonaI raVg vcaA 'be 4-30C
211.7 , r idiatng a --age loss of Y3d I±.2 rew -seatlxg sbrx? a win= per et

;erfcrzwe loss. Mte *vdmmx &ir speed of tre- 'W-M viii be decresedt aVro-
imtet IC aots (98 per Ce- R=.) vit& te rcke: ?Kds lzntalLed.



A f Cto Pw =t fpxt durIng W-4ZVE end C/C-.35B oPer-ations, Wr-
tienlarly with r-eggxd to the air lamhdsounding rocket&', Is the flight
safety of the alirrt. Waety of the araf t will be aw~d ring all

pa"of the eouandiag operation. The ?AMA I Wpztes vill -mrrrt

fetmzres to as~ethat poitive sepwration occurs between the aircraft ita1
the raeket ;ad at lamch, anlterlocks to positively prereat function-Ing
or rocket 14piton antil the proper operational. seqiuencing requrements have

benfulilld.bi Rvaloawn have been nade of the relative poition of the
arc~at, po, and flig4ht Tehldle during the sonigoperation. hese eval-
ast±O3s 9sx that poeitive clew-ance viii exist 'between the vehicles thretzgh-
Out the laMI azd 42-Igt Seqewe. ?be aitional aivawtage of a proven
sys-tem for the Jettison of the ving tanks further enhwmces the safety factors.

The follvwing 0,light safe-ty inter-locks will be inoprtdin the rOCketeoml
an its SA to precindfe premvuue rocket firings or firings vith the flight,
vebicle in as incorrect liye

a- Iterocks vhich prevent rocket Ignition and timing sqec
Oct-=tic. In the event that the sodn ehicle pod should
fail to seParate from the external store.

b. Izterlocks vhich prevest rocket ignition axd tiziug sequeztce
actua iM n the event the pod drogue p armte or min stabili-

%atlca amh fail1 to deploy.

c. Time Intmrlock to prevent rocket ignitigm until the pod has
reache the point at which atabilized Tertical descent begins.

d. Attice interloc-k to prevent rocket ignition if the rocket is
Wt stabilized Vithin +lO* of the vertical for a preset tiwm
period.

e. ?roriSIouS for jettism of the external stores in tim event of
an in-f4gh eu"ergszy or syste2E Z1fUMICUM.

?be) Mterawlogj a.1 Izstr~w=t pwkag is esnla in configuration to the AN/DhQ-6
md WM-9rock"K iztr.=9=t Packags vhich have been designed sad built

b7 Bemdlz for use vita the ARZAS scor4Ing rocket. Th experienc paimed in these
WvgamIs directly aplcal ith regard to accelerations, "C lodn, and

descent profile in tk& rawg we are cms~dering. Tepressure sessor used is the
bmdjx - mrer, Part so. a-UX3967. ?his 4paoceter is insensitive to the

attit=Ie eh~ves -- ecdda~ixg haxdilng edascent. so significant amunt
of 114ud is lost during nornal hmdlng amd flight attituides. Teliquid chosen



has a rel.atively lowr vapcr pressure so that explosive boiling does not occur
during ascent. Beat is constantly added to the liquid during both vehicle
ascent and sonde descent to keep the liquid boiling. Relative humidity v1il1
be sasured vith either the carbon huiadity element or an aluxiinum oxide

senw, vhleteapeatu-eviUi be detesde by a ten idl rodl thermistor.
Thse sensors ame presented in detail in subsequent paragah of this section.

M~eteorological instrument packages, to date, have been designed so that a base-
line check is required for proper reduction of flight data. This "nornal"
baseline procedure vill be eliminated In the PAUIA I instrunt package. This
will be accomplished by selecting electronic components such that the frequency
versus resistance curve is held to close tolerances. The PAMlA I arginal audio
characteristics will be Identical to tho~se of the AN/AMl-13 PM1.osonie. Pres -
sure versus resistance and temperature versus resistance sensrs that fall with-
In narrov limits viii. also be used. The instrument package serial number can
be codled so as to indAte the particular sensor response characteristics. The
introduction of this "standard radiosonde" procedure vi. have the following
advantages at a compratively small. increase in coat.

a. The ability to store exact sensor cod radiosonde characteris-
tics for cowxzter data reduction.

b. Elimination of baseline check equipuent.

c. Elimination, of long preflight procedures.

d. Elimination of a procedural step and its associated probability
for error.

e. Ease of use in tactical situations.

Thk hyidity sensors presently available will not lend themelves to being
categorized like pressure or temperature sensors. It is suggested that the
humxidity sensor be used as a relative indication of the misture content of
the air.

A. Mt!erLogial Packa Configuration,

Tebasic configuration of the neteorological package is shavn in
Figure I4-2I. Th temperature sensor is located in the forward section
of the instrusent package protected by its own radiation shield and
completely exposed to the air stream. Toe hunidity sensor ise located
in the air path behind the temperature radiation shield. fte next
compartment &ft houses the hypeometer. The actual location of the
static pressure port of the bypsmter will be determined in vind
tinrnl teats. Previous vork of this type vas accomplished during the
AMS/A3l-15 develownt program under Air Force contract AF'33 (600) -3T984i
and is presented in Bendix technical, memo um. Y-59-1 "Wind Tunnel
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Ti

InTestigation to Determine Favorable Static Pressure Orifice Location
on AN/AIQ-15 Rocketsonde and Dropsonde Packages".

T coumtator vith its constant rate of rotation drive motor is
located in the comprtmnt aft of the hypsometer, follwed by the
battery pack and the 300±1 rdllibar pressure cut-off switch. This
cut-off pressure can be established at other pressures if desired.
The compartment in the base of the instrument package houses the

Smodulator package, transmitter, antenna coupler, descent parachute
and parachute anchor.

Estimated weights of the rocketsonde instrument package are as follows:

TABLE I

Hypometer (with Liquid) 4-~0 ozo.

Electronics Scanner and Sensors 58.0 os.

Batteries 3-.0 oza.

Rely and Mounting 3.0 oze.

Aneroid 7.0 ozs.

Hardvare 21.0 oze.

127.0 oss. (7.93 lbs.)

During ascent this veight is increased by the ogive nose cone and separ-
ation sequencing components of the flight vehicle. The complete instru-
ment package payload weight is approximately 9.5 pounds.

B. Electronic Circuitry

Every effort has been made to utilize components from, and functions
similar to, the existing AN/AMT-13 radiosonde. Sonde differences,
as recommnded in this report, are attributable to one of three rea-
sons and in each case are discussed in detail as they appear in this
report.

a. System reliability as governed by aircraft environment and
flight vehicle characteristics and the higher "cost-per-shot"
in comparison to AN/Af M-13 Radiosonde drops.

b. Distance between instrument package and aircraft during sonde
descent and the resulting transmitter power requirements.

'4.-T



c. Sequence of vertical data collection (amount of each sensor's
intelligence collected based on the altitude envelope and
rate of descent of the instrument package),

Te basic schematic for the electronic packages is shown in Figure
4-25. The physical layout of the package is shown in Figure 4-24.
Inspection of the schematic diagram shows that the frequency of the
blocking oscillator, Ql, is dependent on the value of Cl, C3, RI,
and tke resistance placed between RI and ground. R2 and R3 deter-
mine the "between segment frequency". The motor driven scanner
ckooses the sensor intelligence or reference resistance to be trans-
mitted. The oscillator operates at frequencies between 2450 and
6110 pilses per second, the same frequencies used in the AN/ANT-13.
Tkese pulses are then amplified by Q2, which drives the triggered
blocking oscillator Q3. Q3 and its associated circuitry produce a
nominal 16 microsecond pulse -or each trigger pulse received. Q4
is a current switch with a pulse transformer T2 which has a large
step-ap ratio (1:28), providing approximately 475 volts at the
secondary. This positive voltage pulse is applied to the plate cir-
cuits of the push-pull r.f. oscillator Vl and V2. The r.f. oscilla-
tor develops 16 usec. pulses of 403 mc energy which, in turn, are
coupled to the one-half wave length end fed antenna through the RFI
filter. This filter reduces the harmonic emanations to a level
60 db belw the fundamental. The nominal peak radiated power is
approximately 30 watts at apogee and will not be less than 18 watts
at flight termination.

Relay K1 is a magnetically latched relay which may be reset to "off"
position electrically. This relay circuitry allows access to the
battery to provide for external charging. External power may also
be applied for long term operation and checkout prior to flight.

The battery pack consists of three six-volt nickel cadmium batteries
connected in series. The rated current capacity of this battery
pack is 750 milliampere hours. In the case of this package the
current drain will be:

TABLE II

Motor Scanner 30 MA

Tubes and Oscillators 200 MA

Pulser 650 MA

Hypsometer 250 MA

Total 1,150 MA

4-8



For the purpose of proving the safety factor applied to the batteries,
a very conservative calculation is presented below taking into account
our high rate of current drain, flight time, and the cold enviromsent:

1. T50 MAH X J = 3,000 MA for 15 minutes of useful battery life.

2. 3,000 MA derated by 50 per cent = 1,500 MA for 15 minutes of
useful battery life in cold environment.

3. Flight time will be:

TABLE III

Turn on and package drops 0.5 mim.

Chute Stabilization 0.5 min.

Rocket Ascent 2.0 min.

Meteorolgical packaging descent 10.0 rain.

Total 13.0 mi-1.

Inspection of tkese figures, wkich are very conservative, indicates,
tkat applying heavy safety corrections, we will have approximately
13 per cent of our battery life still avsilable when the flight is
terminated under the worst conditions. In practice this figure will
more realistically approack 10 per cent.

The battery is assisted in the delivery of the required five ampere
ourges by the storage capacitor C8 and the battery supply to the Ql
circuitry is voltage regulated by the zener diode VR1. The choice
of nickel cadmium over other possible types of batteries is based
upon a compromise of reliability, size, cost, maintenance, and shelf
life. More exotic batteries are available which are liglicer in weight
but their cost is significantly greater. The nickel cadmium cell
recommended for use in this design offers a minimum shelf life of
three years with no maintenance otker than a charge cycle prior to
intended use. The battery may be shipped and stored in tke instru-
ment itself and charged tbrougk an umbilical connection. Nickel
cadmium batteries have excellent low temperature characteristics mak-
ing the 50 per cent derating for cold environments an extremely con-
servative figure.

The Altitude Termination Switch consists of a snap-action aneroid
which closes an electrical circuit on descnding to a specific alti-
tude. Thi device will actuate at 35,000 feet (250 millibars) and
terminate the flight by turning off the transmitter. This circuit



operation is inhibited by the nose cone switchi, S-I, which prevents
the altitude termination switch from performing its function until
nose cone separation has occurred. The termination of transmission
will define the pressure altitude at 250 + 1.0 millibars. This point
may be used as a reference point for data reduction purposes. It is
possible to adJust the k.titude Termination Switch to provide for
cut-off altitudes other than 35,000 feet.

The motor-scanner system will be similar to that used in the present
AN/AMT-13 Radiosonde in that the sensors will be scanned on a time
sharing basis. However, since the initial descent velocity iz approx-
imately 500 feet per seiond and the termination velocity is 64 feet
per second (which is a somewhat faster rate than the AN/AMT-I3) some
change in the scan rate is required. The scanner will provide one
scan every three seconds. The Aff/AMT-13 scan data at a rate of once
each six seconds. The commutator pattern used in tke instrument
package will be changed from that of the AN/AM!-13, to provide the
necessary switching time required to maintain compatibility with the
AN/AK-19 system. The scan rate of the instrument package wil. consist
of 200 milliseconds of "on" contact time and 50 milliseconds of "off"
contact time. The scan sequence in the AN/AM-13 consists of a high
reference, a low reference, two pressures, four temperatures, and
four humidities per scan. Since most interest centers on pressure
and temperature in the upper atmosphere, the scan sequence wi-l be
changed to provide four pressures and two humidities per scan in the
following manner: High Reference, Temperature, Pressure, Humidity,
Temperature, Pressure, Low Reference, Temperature, Pressure, Humidity,
Temperature, Pressure.

This system will allUw accurate determination of density by the
method outlined later in this repor +

C. Transmitter Desig Uonsiderations

The transmitter is designed to be effective under even the most
adverse conditions. Power requirements have been a:refully studied,
both at Apogee and through flight termination. In the case of tae
transmitter located at apogee taking the basic radiated power equa-
tion and using the minimum trsnsmitter radiated pawer of 2 watts:

L fransmitter at Apogee

Pr - ?T Gr Gm 2

r -(7T R)"

Pr = Power at Receiving Antenna

PT= Tramndtter Power
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Gr  = Gain of Receiving Antenna over an Isotropic Radiator

GT  = Gain of Transitting Antenna over an Isotropic Ra iator

= Wavelength in Meters

R = Distance in Meters

Gain of half-wave dipole, GT, is equal to 1.64 of isotropic raiator.

At apogee assuming worst conditions, greatest angle of Trajeclory in
direction of the aircraft gives an angle of Wi beoaw the horizontal
plane of the tranwmitter. A typical 403 c pulsed trwaitter antenna
pattern scwws tkis %ngle to be the half pwer points.

Assuming half-power for both transmitting antenna and receiving an-
tenna, and distance from Figure !&-18 tke resulting equation is:

Pr = (18) ( 2 (0-T5)2
41Tr (1&.Coo36 I1+)2

Pr= (18) (-6721L) (z65
(12.5664) (r4..o6 x 10 )

6. 38

6.808
Pr= (503U) 2 x l0

2. Z5312 x L

Pr = 2-0896 x 10-11 V."_s

To :aLrate the pwer in -Arm af ilcrovol's at the receiver, we .se

wbare:

:kw~er in iatts at 1-ka recei7wr

3 a ?wer in 1croval2.ts at tko receiver

. - 5C i Receiver Inpt twsedance



E 26.896 x IC- 12 x 50

E T.OT 26.896 L,1

E = 7.OT x 5.19 x 1C- 6

E = 36.69 ,v to receiving antenna at aoee

2. ransmitter located at TermLnation pint.

Pr = Power at receiving antemm

PT = fransmitzer pwer

Gr  = Gain of receiving -ntmma G",r a i-s-troPic r. or

GT  = Gain of trsmittng antenna over au isotropic radiator

= Wavelength in meters

R = Distance in meters at flight terminaticn

Assuming an aircraft speed of 4.30 knots T.A.S. am a nine miLnute
descent tir to flight level plus three minutes from drop to apagee.

R = 168,965.6 meters.

A corner reflector receiving antenna will be used. Tis antenna kaM

a 3 db gain aver a regular dipole.

Gr = 2(1.64) 3.28.

(18) (3.28) (,_&) (.T5)2Pr =
(4 -T ) (I.6897T 105)2

Pr 54 '461
(21-2335 x 10)4

k -12



Pr. - 54.464

P, -12.08 x 10~-2 -4atts

Tkeze sam level in micravolts at tke receivez,:

P H2

P = P

H = 50Oalum

I = T.OT %'12.08 x 1- 2

I = (7'.O') (3-r5 x 06

H =a._8. UT at the recee±vL-.,g wm. at fg~ti~~im

3. ra1cuixtlon for Maxmm ane of 27ansmtter:

H =114. av at recelver, lfn senstitvity of Hececver

H2  p.= RT - 5 Ookmi

196 x 10-1 . Pr (50)

3.92 101 -P

pr E Gr H- 2  PT G Gm.

I6T ~r 6TT

H =11 54.4614
Z 15T.9136) (3.92x -2



-- 192 x

H 8.798k3 x 101

= 296,600 mtA-e

R = 1&.338 miles statate

Antenna patterns from a typical 4 03 mc pulsed martt using &. maf -ave,
end-fea, di le antenna are shom in Figures 1426, lL-2T, ad 1 .

Mw three db points were selected frtm these typical tternz for
use in the range ca Lationas shaim earlier in this sec~ti

rJith the rad.iation angles that will be encountered by the racket-
monde package the calf-wuave dipole auntenna is definitely the best
suited for this application-

Carefuml study af t hese calculations indleate that the tzsnmnitter
design a~lows amnple pawer for thi . It i antcs
trht the Wau=rd lacking receiving diple satenna and its reflect±ie

shield. will be mounted an shosm in Figure 4-29.

Another cnange from the AN/A ole-3 Radtoscade is the mse of the 7apit-
pLU carrier oscillator rather than the single-ended ascilstor
cfiguration. Te reasons for this ahange re:

a. Suppression of zdesirble radio frequency inte-feren e in
accordance with the requiremenza of MiL-L -616,1 requlres
the use of filtering between the ascIlater ad the antenna-
Such filters introduce lasses, req~uiring a 1lifhe initial
level of power.

b. Use of the psh-pull oscillater of grope design reslts in a
lower level of eve har~m±c radiaticn.

The radio frequancy interference filter used in this design is con-
Sructe in the -aell kmas strip-line filter conf it will
consist of a double layrer of etched printed circuit board vhlck pro-
duces a lniafrm design at an economicaL price.

D. Sensors

After a careful study of the profile tkrugi. Which the
rocketacnde mmst descend during tramsmislxn of data, a selection of



sensrs as =ede. mhe Bend c a~imom-ter ?5Z1- lb- B-LJII396T, a1lm±Ja
to that aurreirtly is~ed in the AU/DIQ-.9 vtlld "iJL e -. iei fo=
PressurL. Muenz hs insturmamm-isL i&ea for this aWLa;9ion

a will furntisii more pres sure data of getractIrac7 i&. the r" ge
we are eansidering than. a czonveirtiznaI radiasonde type barawittil.
It does at require 1teermze correctIona --0 tke d&Za. o3btalned acr
bpseline ahev- r iar to the uise Of the ins uimMnt- EimidIty se=51ing
7ilt be acemoitlsabed. with either- & miniazUr-e '!abtm hm~fiti eer
or the nwer Td rnrf tvi oide elemenrt s9-ilt 'znde elo±t Ien-
at-ire TIi be measured wh a ten mill (diamtexr) trm~rite
istor. Zach Of these Sen ors La discussed in de-'ail ifaJ wn

pgrzrahsof tais repor.. Since the deve107Mrt and teStIng9 of nMM
sensing techniqjues -Lcr tae mes~m=of -a.as. e='tn p=3m~terS is
a comtl and tti an~~~ PrO seCt, State-Of -the-art seusi= tec'2-
mlqwse are recamd. for W ott.1it PAMA -1 -cLigilt mdf lmeatcns
have been mae in some caes to better adaPt tbese- senaors 'IQ tke
swcifta probl~em asscciated. -with rocket a dIng a- the retxfrad.

TWrIous types of tempermtuzre sensora (tkermisars, wIr- wo=I
resistomr, thermcttples) can be 'ised to zallect, n.4pr aZft-~e
01sta_ The pobe.m of irauing tmrtuedmrtng descen~ from
ktgh. altitude, is to mount the te - M~ur sensag aeent fa. a
mvmner which. iwill pm.jt proper aenatiig of abient moditioms and
to miiLe sensing e=rs due to salz1ar raition. t3%dngisgc
the sensor. ':are xst also be tknto eJllm±umte lhe CotIomC'-A.
of heat between. theB- sensor and. -.he scundlng v3ehfrle - In. S-M-tIm.
errars mav be int.uein the sewsed tem~eraZur bY sftagnation=
heating of theamao bW the Maurfng CUrren~t 9836ing rug
the sensing elemrt, and by the tim lag of the sensor-

:ertaln. re±e~~asuggest, a=om. icztarY soJlftlons. For- em-
ample, an immeslmo "-Y em-ua sevaor sxould be larger-
thmx the me=. free gah. of a moleculIe Lm order to Porall
semse the &Isl~ta the larger ':he senwer the Less the
self -heating caused by thle m~SuzIng CUrren7- However, the
larger the sensor the lonwer the time lag err-or that will, be

rad.uced into :ae system. Thezre- such. aontr~dicoar7 Triteria
affect the final. sensor skage, a detaileil stud7j Of the e-ffects,
of eaoh. error sourcme is needed in order to deterimn tile fInMl
Sena=r cmfjg=iratiolL Prolemi of this t-ype wer-e en cantered
and solv7ed in the develapmemlt of the AN/AIK-t3 ad AIF/K-9
Boemetsondes. Bendix Fries hrw developedi a seweor ve be~rm
to have the best cehijzs~tl of ChxUactertistIcs f= r x~r a1=o5-
pheritc lsoundings. Thi~s sensor, an &aJ=mnu cated r--=1 inch



dlaater~k Iod ~eztt~ SU~~ged f=~ =e &S .

Mte ?ATA 7n u package -.r= oa e awze tke s±i-,-de

tem~e=3te '~ltim~ tO bCe exP~c-.ed wtli 'me Q 1dAe70
zo L~ temert~ 3 e~e im ikis T1ea= 'h e de-
sigme to ta ke- a zl~t-4 of this -eizly smau ul--smer=
Thm esls.-ae 7vx tempt;=e g~~r.-isof the bs-
ILTstcm r= be ws that tke ~ex t =dla freq-ez
sptiz"=~ of tke scade w11 b,_e aed -: =wr a. M~ r~ge
af airx~aeI. *1' to -qo' This -e.ii resat I= e-eazer
tenverate reI gzJ m d, g~rfoe rtszer ease aw- c~q
af ILszJL I hIs r~ge mw3 Ibeen ;mvi-ed tkc~-wmeo

a. YATZtisa - The Sewc= TIZtng c ig=VLon. =az oepe
evoat~ed as the re=zit of' caef-al c~iof ec= of
the so=,-es of e=-r=s fjA-n i the ;reedIn ;ea-
This -:~mf9aon is skcw-n I= Yi L £*3c

nm =.i~ ta remove &Ul daa as to -. e =ds~e =*=-~e =1
! sifr lample, ke -eu a e= 4soz vss ipa at e

f-rcwZ, a= dezcemuag end, ef &ke ps~tk p.e.
iLs ma pcssibIle -d3V ffo the air- sample to bea mmiae
by =Ttt wtza Ma±we tf of -.!e aMckfle tefcze

ZM 7-e7rioCW =rf'at n (sc &S tke AJ/AE-6 Hadiice
tbje tpersz="-w sen=o as teem lome± In taje prr~t ef
t~e r-ff. sectt= ., *te-e z i.= bi dist~tae of c~ l
saDmWEc vwi pwafble. Mte~zc- Icaimo ate tkm the
ffo-,--d mid of t&- -slx~t ~ m'k e e beem =~ed, bt
the & to ce-t all of t&--izwet f= =oastremt
tep-tae kb~e~r. 70 iatme tke pzsfiw..- e ating
effect of iwte=-=ted r-aia fi-xt enc ra&Ii= ecaJ ksre
blemn sigmificnt (i-e., foa- 1CM MW aVNp ver aztg
Lqsutwo #=aLL7 f -t a palm saice 2 = ~stt a h~wbet-

MI cwat-. of pce= MhIS qunIty, =TId A ~~ a
slzeaMl e=TO= IM the bcea. Mew=VMM aas' a ==e

ra~cl =-r- in a.a-* thcrmsto= 71aced im ta.e sam z-
im~ty. For thi rezujon s well as to Obtain a bet='e=

"~ica ps=-emn the extema ow 1&0 Lw-Men ;Sczm 1=3
been p.laiei s: the rear' af t-*e M'~i.

:dwc--~eheat trasfer as :e a~~e 17gola h
sewai,r expasxre to &I.- 213.w In 1te forvard oung s atcm



Solar rilaicm Iszrig p tbe eonical sielf cnan

per omt inr red adatic5. The &L-=inm shield reflects
&ae 90 per cent *:' tke visible radIatiom and 95 Per cent~
of the Infrared rollst4i. with radtatim =~rwa~y iapdng-
Ing up= cialy a pvtlmof i the outer surf ace of tbe cmeI
wA two, ealete emical surf aces lbeing cooled conveetIvely,
tke teprt~e rise of this shield is small. Beradiated
energy Is rfz t vm the erAlu~Iaz thermzistor (95 Per
cen reflective to this r-a~icsm), ;m-od~ing wt-1iible
bw'vIng of the tbMrziztor.

Eadiatlim from belaw (earth I a surface., clood tow, anid air)
Is stiLl woutbgr factor. Thi~s r---&atim Is assmned, to be
effectively that Trcm a bakoyat app~aximstely 235K
Moe~'eiit rsdlatim reehin the theritor Is re-
flected by the alidx~n coating. 7hat raiatoni reahrg
the elcasieldf Is abzeb by the black Internal sur-
face and &issipated w7 'by the couvective heat rewval.

7k rsdiaticnal heat coat-- izm from tke rocketzande boody
Is r--ele to -- 1igible Woporticns b7 the ceozial Shield

an te diz~scil &acre it.

Eeat conucrtio f-%= the 5-rc~r is kept to a W1711MT by
=sIng constant SUT&Wt legs (cc tantezi has a thex-al

=tlvty f aproimaelyon-zenth that of copper).

,Methemdaoris att&ched to constanta lesa vhieh are
exene and c,~ved In a =a - to expose a lsxgLe heat

ciztcticn path to the ccmvec-.i'e cooling of tke alr
stra. The tnistor leads (plti=rsLidiwi. allay)
alsio hswe 1m therzl coouti-ity an ve-y s=13 cross
secti. Mal area.

flectrical heating iLs a ftzitio af the reais--ance being
mazedacd is ww-rep reater %hen rimity -five (25)

zieramatts.

1%'ta wiradywmde heatIng at. the Mig-est, expect~ed descenzt
velocity Is esPiaelz-&Y 5"C. if a recove-7 factor ,R)
of C. 9 :t 0.-1 is used, it vill cam-- %be pr :.ical ramge of
recovery factors am yet =at of the error vili be re~Krdd,
using:

'u (a nzL beating) R2
2Cp



This reduces the uncertainty to aproxisately 1.5"C at
the highest altitude at the descent velocity of this in-
strumnt package.

The time lag error wil be a function of vertical te3per-
atuxe grdient, descent velocity, and the time costant of
the sensor. 7e thermistor time constant is 1 1/2 seconds
at 100,000 feet. The error due to lag vill be the product
of the thermistor time constant and the temperature gradient.
For example, if the descent velocity is 500 feet per second
amd the tesperature gradient is constant at 1 degree per
1,000 feet, the error due to lag vould be:

l'C/1, 000 ft. x 1.5 sec. x 500 ft./sec. = 0.T5"C

b. Error Analysis - Certain assumptions can be made to permit
an estizate of the accuracy anticipaed vith this sensor.
Te factors in the heat balance vill be considered first.

A broad estimate of the convective heat transfer viii be
used. Laboratory tests at 106,000 feet density altitude,
and 37 feet per second air speed, yielded a convective heat
removal of one milliwatt per degree Centigrade tenperature
difference beween the air and the thervistor. This test
vas performed vith the thervistor mounted in a specially
coestructed housing, such that conductive and radiated heat
transfer were reduced to a negligible a nitude. The :Lener
vail of Wo inch diameter by two feet long, plastic tube
vas lined with aluminum foil. A fan vas installed at one
end of the tube to induce air fltw. The thersistor under
test vas placed tovard the opposite end of the tube (air
intake end) within a concentric one inch diameter card-
board tube three inches long. The thernistor was supported
across the air flov path by its leads vhich vere approx-
izately 3/8 inch long.

A thermistor one centimeter long by 0.030 c in diameter
Low a projected area of 0.030 sq. ca. This intercepts 3.8 w
of direct solar rdiation. This radiation consists of 55 per
cent visible plus ultraviolet energy, and 45 per cent infra-
red energy. For siilicity, use 50-50 energy distribution,
amd coapare white versus aluminum coated thermistors. Table
IV presents a su.rry of the analysis:
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TABLE IV

Aluminum White

Visible Absorption 10% 2%

Infrared 5% 100%

Visible Power Absorbed (uw) 190 38

Infrared 51900

Total Power Absorbed (uw) 285 1938
I

This result demonstrates the usefulness of the aluminum coating
on the thermistor and the improvement over the normal white
coating.

However, the direct solar rays never reach the sensor. They are
received on a second reflecting surface (the cone) and later re-
ceived at the thermistor as long wave radiation. Therefore, only
& maxima ten per cent of the solar radiation viUl reach the
thermistor, and this will be infrared. With 0.38 millivatts
reaching the thermistor and reflected at 95 per cent, the solar
energy input is reduced to 0.02 my (or 20 microvatts, maximum).

It is estimated that the projected area will receive radiation
from below of approximately 1900 microwatts. However, with the
reflectivity of aluminum equal to 95 per cent, only 95 microvatts
of this energy are absorbed. The energy absorbed on the conical
shield is lost to convection and reradiated at a temperature
very near ambient temperature and is thus neglected.

The structure is isolated from the sensor by triple radiation
shielding and contributes a negligible heat input.

The constantau supports to the thermistor are isolated from the
shields by the epoxy glue used to affix them. Therefore, using
a double conduction path (two supports), we find a possible
heat conduction of one milliwatt per degree of temperature differ-
ence between the two ends of the constantan. This has eight
centimeters of conduction path in which to dissipate itself by
convective cooling.

The 0.003 inch diawter platinum leads are typically 0.5 inches
long. They (both together) can conduct 50 microvatt per degree
of temperature difference between their ends. This is greatly
reduced by convection, which is of the order of 50 micrcatts
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per centimeter per degree above ambient in the high altitude case.
These two factors will very nearly cancel each other, contributing
only a negligible conduction input to the thermistor. If we use
50 microvatts, for conduction error we shall be conservative. In
addition, an error will be caused by the dissipation of electrical
power in the thermistor. The maximum electrical pawer input is
25 microrattso

The summary of these errors may be seen in Table V.

TABLE V

Solar Radiation: 20 microvatts

Radiation from below: 95 microvatts

Conduction: 50 microvatts

Electrical: 25 microvatts

Radiation from structure: N ible

Total 190 microvatts

Convection will remove heat at the rate of approximately 1,000
microwatts per degree of temperature difference between the
sensor and the air. The 190 microwatts inserted therefore im-
plies a corresponding 190 microwatts to be removed by convection,
requiring a sensor temperature elevation of 0.190*C (or 0.2"C)
above the ambient air temperature. This figure represents the
maximim predicted error due to heat balance.

The other errors, as discussed earlier are aerodynamic heating
(0.5C error after correction), time lag, and calibration.

The Bendix Friez calibrations can be shown to be accurate to
*OelC, and the stability maintained high by artificial aging
before calibration. The time lag error is a factor which must
be handled by computation. Generally, at eight seconds lag, or
2,000 feet in the high altitudes, this will not introduce more
than 1C of error. These errors are summarized in Table VI.
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TABLE VI

Heat balance +0.2*C

Aerodynamic heating +0.5*C

Time lag +l.00C

Sensor calibration +0.l9C

Total possible error +1.80C

Probable error (PMS) 1.41C

This value represents the total probah'e error contributed by
the sensor and its "ounting.

2..a

The humility sensors presently used in synoptic sounding are not
used to measure humidity at temperatures below -40eC. Originally
this cut-off was not considered a serious handicap. However,
mteorologists have learned with the advent of satellite and
rocket meteorological data that small changes in the constituents
of the upper atmosphere can have a profound #-e't on the surface
weather patterns. For this reascn, it Vaz conaidared desirable
to include the capability of measuring humidity in this instru-
mnt package. 'Th hiumldity sensor is located in clips directly
beneath the thermistor at the forward end of the instrument
package, as shown In Figure 4-30.

In this location an unobstructed flow of air will pass over the
sensor. The clips holding the sensor in place prevent slippage
of the sensor during maxinmm acceleration conditions. The
sensor will be smaller and lower in mass than the standazd
sensors presently in use to improve its low temperature oper-
ational characteristics.

a. Carbon Element - For this application, where cost and avail-
ability are major considerations, a modified carbon humidity
element is suggested for use as the humidity sensor. The
response of this sensor at low temperatures leaves much toj be desired but it is the best proven humidity sensor avail-
able for use in an inexpensive expendable package.

b. Aluminum Oxide Elemen - Another possible element for use in
this sounding application is the Aluminum Oxide Humidity
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El.emut. Sensorz of thi-s tyjpe are incier developatmt t
Bendix Friez and possess atrizbutes ttat suit it for t&L
particular application where the expeczted malsture :'rm-
centrsation is low.

The aluminum oxide humidity elemtn gives indieations of
relative humidity with changes in the electrical pmerptles
of an anodized aluminum oxide lar-.. The need for a !e,
stable, bygrometer 4:ich is capable of indicating and rmetzrd-
ing re-lative humidity over a wide range of conditions wao
long been recognized. The feasibility of the sensing elemen-t
has been demonstrated by test elemnts man factured at Benlix
Friez.

Many indirect measuring instruments suffer from disaivntaes
such as bysteresis, long time period drift, large tevmerature
coefficients, or high sensitivity to cantamination. Althmugh
absolute methods such as chemical or devpoint determiations
avoid these defects, they arze not always suitable for zon-
tinuous recording or instrumentation. It is, therefore, very
desirable that the indication of humidity be presented
directly in the form of an electrical parameter without the
need for comp1 r anci 11 mry equipment. To n _- _ featu-es
required for successful instrumentation are that the speed of
response be rapid, and that no temperature measuremnt be
aditionall required. The Aluminum Oxide element fulfiUls
mwW of these necessary requirements. It behaves as an elec-
trical transducer responding to changes in Relative Humidity
by variation of its capacitance and resistance. The addi-
tional parameters of impedance can also be correlated to
direct measurement instrumentation. The temprature range
through which we have tested the capabilities of the sensor
have been from -100F to +125eF, and a pressure change from
l,00 mb to below 2 mb. During all of these changes, .he
element is capable of indicating from 0 to 100 per cent
changes in relative humidity, even though it frequently could
encounter rain or snow during flight.

A porous oxide layer (formed by anodizing with an acid elec-
trolytic) provides by virtue of its structure, a large sur-
°ace area for absorption. In general, the capacitance of a
condenser formed between two conducting layers would vary
with the absorption of water vapor into the dielectric. The
humidity sensing element consists of a base of aluminum, an
oxide made by anodizing the base material, and an evaporated
conductive coating of aluminum metal. An increase in relative
humidity causes a decrease in impedance, and the reverse being
true when the relative humidity decreases. The resistance and
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does act nave to be baselined prior ra rocket flight, since
a aaminal resistance capacitance value tould be 3pecftted and
satntained.

b Pressure Altitude

The endix .rporation has recently perfected a sml, lightweight,
expendable -pomtric pressure sensor suitable for use vhe=e the
rte of change of pressure witlh time is positive or varying In sign.
It has been designed primarily for use in descending radioso=es in
the pressure range of 0.2 mb to 300 ib but may be adapted for other
app ications anil diferent pressure ranges. In operation, a therm-
istor is used to measiwe the bailing tempe-rature of a pure liquid
in phtse equilibrium with its vapor. From this temperature measure-

t, and kown phsical properties of the liquid employed, the
pressure environmant in which the instrumt is located =W be
accurately determined. This uit, =nder laboratory conditions,
offers +he accuracies showm In Table VII.

The nyometer esploys a percolator colun - total reflax system of
such configuratin that irtually no wrking fluid is lost, even
when tumbling. During its period of operation however, the hypsete-r
must be essentlally ipright. The "sjll-prof' design is a key
feature of the mit resulting in small physical size an low therml
mae wich Pxe necessary requiremnts for i pe consumption.
The Instrnwut is 4avays armed and ready to operate, requir~ng only
ttie actaion af ki '-utjust Prio' -.0 the Iplr reg-cure
observations are to be amie.

Mhis dpnezter ans been mee electrically _o-=W-137 with mst exist-
ing meteorological sounding systems and can be insta.led within the
vehicle by n y:onvenient means hat vtIl result in proper orienta-
tion luring its operating period. The pressure sanling tube can be
2rpened to the atmosphere wherever the aerodynac features of the
vehicle and tne needs of tae esr permit.

TABI2 711

Range: 20 ab to 350 mb

Accuraecy- 2 mb !;o 20 ib: + 0.25 mb
.Aboratory onditions) 20 mb to 30 rub: + 0-5 mb

Zeater ower: A roy 5 watts (azy aon-
venen voltage)

Meamrxrewnt ?ower- Up to 7rOC microvatte dissipatio4
through the thermLstor

,utpmz Forr 3esistance analog of boiling liquid
vapor equilibrium temeat=ure

Envelope: 'yLindrical, 2" dlamerter by 4" high



a.Efyo ter - A 13poIwter has been chosen for the pressure
aensor in this rocket souming vehicle because it offers a.
vdide aoerating range, high accuracy. and Law cart as an ex-

endable pressure aensor. It is a fairly simple device and
is readily adaptable to radiosonde circuitry.

The bypxonter vapor and the subJect me lum are allwed to cox-
tact e-ch other so that pressure equilibrium is assured.- Diffu-

Sis preve d at the e - semsor by the flow
of vapor from evaporating fluid. The vapor mWr be lost or it
= be condensed aud reetured to the boiler. The design Problen
=W best be illustrated by discussing the heat transfer i' a
bnwoter.

Q A - - (4c -3 4) ---

- (0 - Q) - k2 ( - ) 0

where: q~ is power autpat

Ch  is to the total aeat capacity of the boiler and
fluid

@ is the boiling point

Iv is the latent heat of vaporization

dix is the mass evaporation rate

af is the specific heat of the fluid

Ge is the camleaser t _rature

kI  is the thermal conductance between the boiler
aid the condenser

Ca  is the total heat capacity of the candes er

The last term expresses loss directly to the environmnt at
temperaure Q through conductance k2 in parallel mIth k1 .

If coxdenation refling is at -sed, the fourth and fifth
term are zero. When a condenser is used, %u can be coarsely

by the propr choice of kl.



Ls dtetermined by -.he iflaid :nrceitcsand . ne pressure -
time jrfile. 1, im L. ited1to 7raLaes less -ban -.=se at

7hicrn liquid loss occ'jrs -rougn a Io.L~ cIin . As a result,
a partinuilar hypsmete lea±gn, ifllaifd, and bo!i.-r power mist be
ised in a pressure-tim regime aaving rather narrow llmits.
This last' aecesst-y is !the source of :he mos-. diffiault:y in
hypsometer design-

If t he power is ianatant,, variazicns in t:he remaining -erm imusB
balance. :n an ascending nypsometer d6 is aegAive so that the
,:he second term actcs as a Power sourci,7 and 7ery little externtaJ
pawer is necessary. !a a aonstant- press re-alititzle sounding,

dOi ery small and, over Long pertcds, averages near zero-.
Only enougl. paver is necessary fa r if lloving -the expec-ted flac -
tuations in pressure. in a descending sounding, all these
t:er-w have sizahle 7alues and i.t is of -.he essence -.a optimize
ifor ;% maxzim dm and a minlmim :b' Most, of -.he boiler power is
expended in rJig -.he temperature of -.he ueArmal ma seas:
and -c

!a pract.ice, the lieat: :rwwfer equat ion gerves as a design guide
rather than as a crecise =ri-erion. 'ifLe difficulties of achriev-
ing auxoth. bailing over large pressure r-anges of simulating pre-

oispressure-time prof les for t esting and of accring preciie
reference data In liesign tests isual.Ly outweigh the _m-blems
liet~ '~iplied in tune nesat ' ransfer equation.

Mhe scale Lar for the nypsomee mwl be developed by atilizing
the2Laeyan C~us aaequation as follows:

wbhere: T is -.he abolate t.emperamare

L is t-ne molar neat of 7aperizazion,

79 is the molar -volume oaf t.he Tpor

7- Lz -the moliar volim1 of tne lIIquid

p is absolute pressure

t- 1.s P_ meaaure of tuae nypaometric sen i-.Iv-tty

Sine 7g '> 7
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Iider thze aandi'!!ie of ine~eth e 7a-pw =qy be treazedi as
an ideal. zaa so that,

and:

I t Is seen then tbat operating - t - abold be hrLI and
molar ~ ~ ~ io heto abIa,-:msould be amu.. in order to achlreve

2 e temperature -wil be mreasured ia thiis hypaceter by meas of
z. ther-mistor. Me v'azaticn of the r-esis-Amce of the thennistor

ixt epwature is deazr=hed t o tde first aroiaonby the

when: r = resistance

A an&d B are -.6zanta

e is the base of aatura;l lagartthmn

7is the absolate 7tem raure

lffeiating gives:

-ombling the fourth and sixtl. equationa above gtves:

ThIs equatian shows that tae if_ iC-.aa zaange Ini th rezis-.Ance
of -.he t-hermixtor is prarortinal toa =h c~~nLcauge in
,he presue mawzed. This type of scale lgw prezerre-a tim
senslitivity of =a ~si-ig ±evioe -.hraughut tae large ranuge
of presa-tre.

Tebasic desiga of the V cmter- ronsed ifor thisz rocesorde
,ws estalshed 'jnder :cm=wat To -Aff33( 6C j -- 8L21, by the Btdpi



3esseb.Aboclote Division. 'Tls dedlgm is sbciw. In lvig-e
LL-.31. 'Tjff o aie M~d is a Smalli Beww iflwck vhjrI is MMe4
.a gr :te e mx-"== b:ermal.icL~n aeve a.17 ter
and i-.s etrL-ue=nt. Me ;ressm p~rft is of ar-pl dezign
and is -rery effeci'~e laizh tnia dsig the -oVa=--er ccataia-
ing iffiu1 7m te !:nbied re TrLale=tJ vitht. spiiriCn a~
i quald- Mhe mayt be loaded vi=. iiuid ;1ia- to
fixf-t : ehfri inse.lion ad tea ~~ and =o
sea~l is r'ei-yi~ed. Mhe iz±e --ed .0 sapI ccze to b

9rva=w-to be measuxrsd m=ts- be laxe enough so that tze 2.01m
of Wl~t yn T ap=r dces n ta r e. a. wk-greas~e V~±i= is lare

i--=apaism itz the ;rm~ being meaaed. Mhe Zp =f the
~jiou~ez~is a ratb'ez heav7 met-alt piece Which. ha a hig heat

and vtr.Lh ze~ves to ctrdenze sawe af the T3S2T= atd r-e-
rz'n I be iqz to -.ze bc.finr zbPaMbe-r. Tis ifeatzre is Meces -

35r7 to =.Iniz -.Me. =M1=- of Uquiid r-etjtred to knieP true
hy mte-- aqe~icing n-hrug!: the ifli =-,. Mhe heair- ant

~~oisaoz ane ~sfed -.a praote su~oth, evre= bolinxg of tbe-
liquIi and to =9Ya mitfo=m flaw of LlS~uid to we-, the b~
is-t,=. in aoam prw.tice -.be 11Srild vi~l flow samewhat =~enl-1

on.0o the the Lj~s.* and if = tnis r-eason a sMuiai aot of ifel:.
is placed =n the tke -ads-.-.a~ pr ewent sharp fl1c'~zationz in. trhe
.entP=sz=re meazaed 'y :therio.

Me Aso is a 4-nall :,-ea1 %=eiT~z~d is chosen to hawre
a resizs-ance 'ralze srdtahle f or the tein ~ra ~nge of tae
!=17ing lisall and -.&e eh~eis so the 't try used.
Fa= -.he ?AMIA ---- ck-etwztde -e plan to azse -4tcexLtr
,:cnne.4'e.d in seri-es and -.o seer te oteritr so that:
'he zreqis-tance Trersus =e~~zxene -'fsti cf the ti4=-
ba-ion wil be exat~y the sam fro =ne !j-pzometer to anotter.
Br thls mans, tnta need for baeleine ci or f= iden:iigazon
of t)he p .yiscmneter =Eei wtiii mat be reqzL-ed in oxder

tr'edie the da -aP

A. n mete-r Ilizad -rill be selected smon. 'th i-'-wbilimg
em~rt'~r a tt l±~e f th r-:arte vi be

:e aed 32C m TIsA is done so th16te li4-ad will nwt
aw~ anr tendency -.0 flaa Tape=riZk vtren -.= roC eorzCde Is
la~zced- M!bUS is =ne --e trhe- zcst imP=aa cheeritics
-t-e Iq~id =---t aaTre. =ae rat:rwterist.iCz we its

pz-t-.8 its sabiLit.y %Md srebitit Tizscwity, vsr Sze
tension amd Its abili1ty to ±issoclre air-. A-4r d-iss.lTed in the
Lidt -oil! ~k it boCil !on and bu-Mp rizetlyazd nz

%neti gr eat leal, if Liqad int v apor.

:a. oaption, :cnatazi. ;cwwr vill b-e s--77.ed to --he neat-er f r=
tnt -. m the -rzc.ketzcde is la~c~ed. 4'== tze rcckretscme -t-s



if th rc-k--tczd±e fals~ -, r'ec its expc---ed alti-,ze, the~
1iqzi-' =r -ce :o old , -. o azxe- tr- ea-er 74-U =ve to
z-x~y hew- for saw~ pe~ic of t ime tef ore t-he boi~ing te~E-
&1tre is r-eaz,td. Ifte rciet ma_ -,s ar exceeds its desigg-
ma~td ealtit e, Ma iz ii will -r-g t~e d~ :s taztz.

B~r ters o -- is pe-al esi a~ teea ffjrcfl vi-t zn
A/NID-0 ,cketvscdie vita 5-ca -'e- ts. ::is aacipat.ed
,tl e7e teter_ r-eauts -4Ui 'e achieTed 'ay llitir- opemion
of th.e !Ucee to a rane of 120,CC feet: o 3,CC feet.

S1.nce th Teh-fcI± -ri-T hzae the zsaabili { of ueaat~lng : pe=are
arid p -ssL-re to air tiezs±': ca be ca td usine the ieal -Sas
Law.

iRere /z d esi-., F irss~ve, 7 mrtTz
R --e _.aie~rsal gas :cstaa~ s.& X{ :ze near

1e'eLsr- ve zil: of t:e aifr.

Thbe naleczazv7e of o,-irs t ~~:~o an allit~e af
apritelr 25",C, feet vte-e oxrq. nal'c-_,Tes beir o
dlSS iaze. Me-nfo-re, for al-i- .. jze exp'zeed us___g
tZsl 'rehlitle -.=e ne- Mcle-zaax veig~t aff the air is -z-
ata~ azd de iiy -:w te : Lzzn~d .si .eas-zed-
te~iperalre asd ;eS~S-T-' T5Jz5.

FAM A A p~ A/A.~ 3e~rv?Z Za2:A: STSM

Me ?AMIA 1 3ocke-.zade is z:we: e vit= : _e i, .JA-19 Me':e~Oralagica1 S-yatz
a~d AI/b-. fe Aral~sis Ve~ra1 %z ::e ed.U*cri af -=e ?AA

ayseem, zerera1 addlli : = vi2. Ice mzace to tnze A, .k-19 S7stem.. A lvcck dia-

of this asaten is p-.ese=i.ed 'Iigure *-41 . ae~re are :--ee naacr oper
ational differences 'ce-,ee= :.e :A= : --= --e 'c-3Radicsozdes. e se
w~e scl nate, =cot ra, .ar oCtac- -.ine =d ca a ez iz= SeT.Deze.. zazlk
of thoese iems3 has~ lee= dlis~sed ita:1-atTel elsevere La~ tals report.

Mwetree rtd.Iccde o=tqat was ~riiZre ::cmzpeze1T -_cmqpa.t iUe vi ts
t~le Ag/M -19 S -semi data inrput erenns



o achieve optimun data collection performance from the PAULA I Rocketsonde,
aeveral additions are requi.ed in the airborne launch platform. Since the
-ocke-. cnde asz-ezs to altitudes far above the launching altitude, and trans-
,it-s frcmyi these altitudes, improved reception of veather data is accomplished
1y utilizing an antenna located in the aft section of the aircraft. 1bis
antenna, as shcrn in Fig-ure 4-29, is activated and the present AT896/A antenna
f!ocated bezea-th the aircraft) deactivated, by a switch located on the Rocket
:ontrol a.el as shorn in Figure 4-32. The Rocket Control Pzzel is required
to hatch the standard control panels associated vith the AN/A.M'-19 System in
order to select, arm and dispense the rocketsondes. Separate Jettison controls
are required since the rocketsondes are contained in extoernal stores located
beneath the vings and are a separate subsystem fron the dropeonde operation.

The PAULA i Rocketssnde differs from the AN/AWU-13 Rcdiosonde in another in-
portant respect, namely, the sensors used for detecting weather conditions.
r PAULA I Rocketsonde utilizes a hypsometer for sensing pressure, a therm-
istor for sensing tem=perature and a carbon-type electrical Iygrometer for
sensir~g relative huiity. Me resistance curves for these sensors are differ-
ent from the resistance czurves for the sensors used in the AN/.?-13 and the
correct transfer function =ist be knovn in order to reduce the collected data
accurately. In addition, the advanced design 3f PAULIA I Rocketsonde has made
possible the elimination of baseline correction for each sensor of every
sonde. nhe electronics, transmitter, and sensors of each ?AUIA I rocketcnude
vi " be assexbled and ed usted to comply vith the characteristics of one of
several --roups of calibration daza. Me particular group of calibration data
which applies to a specific ?AULA I instrurent package vill be inklicated by a
code rnber prominently displayed on the package, ogive nose cone, amd pod.
At the tim the pad is loaded into the external store, this identification
viii be noted in the System Operations Log. Prior to Jettison the operator
will isd-u switches 10, 11 and 12 as shovn in Figure 6-5 on the A3/A1 -I9
Observer !-put Pael so that the rocketsonde is identified in subsequent
data hanuling operations. The identification il be processed during the
to scans of horizontal data preceding the start of vertical data storage.
Aditional infor-_ation on the data handling process in the AN/AJQ-I9 System

is presented in Section V1. Bth =anual reduction and computer progra=ning
techniques for the reduction of data vill require the group of transfer func-
tions and sensor baseline curves associated vith the code identification of
t- PAULA i Rocketsonde.

ne AN/a C-4 rata Analysis :entral is in every respect compatible with the
PAUIA I Rocketsonde data. ,ie AN/GMH-4 System receives data directly from
the airborne ezteorological system and reproduces it in teletype printout form.
Th-e data it receives is that vhich is recorded by tape on the Recorder-Repro-
ducer -it of the airborne AS/A-I9 System and it is necessary only that the
Recorder-JReprodicer be capable of recording the rocketsonde data in order for
the ground data system to receive and reproduce it. The AN/A.M-I9 System is
capable of recording the rocketsonde data and, therefore, the integration of
the PAIA I Rocketsonde vith the AN/AIQ-19 M6eteorological System and the
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AN/GYZ-4 Ground Data Hadling System can be accomplished without difficulty.
The AN/AId-l9 System is presented in Section VI of this report.

PAULA II AND PAULA III

The PAUIA I instrument package and flight vehicle are almost directly applicable
for the measurement of temperature and pressure to 250,000 feet (PAUIA II). In
this vehicle the M60 Falcon rocket motor is substituted for the M58. The .010
inch dismter rod thermistor and the hypsometer have been shown to provide
accurate measurements to 200,000 feet in the ANM/DM-9 tests performed in 1963
by AFCRL. The bypsometer may require a different fluid because of the extension
to lover pressures. The measurement of moisture in the PAUIA II vehicle, how-
ever, should not be attempted using the humidity strip sensors suggested for
use in PAULA I.

More sophisticated techniques are required to measure the minute quantities of
water vapor in the atmosphere at these high altitudes. The use of improved in-
strumentation along the lines of a mirror, or alpha absorption devpoint hygrom-
eter, or an infrared hygrometer is required. Until an adequate moisture mea-
suring instrument for use in a rocketborne instrument package is developed, it
is recommended that the measurement of moisture be eliminated in the PAUIA II
package. In place of a moisture measurement in PAUIA II, a measarement of
ozone concentration may be more appropriate over this altitude regime. Ozone
sensors have been developed based on spectrometric methods (Paetzold Ozonesonde),
chemical methods (Regener Ozonesonde), and by the detection of the effects of
ozone reactions (Regener "dry" luminescent method). The amount of ozone con-
centration on a synoptic basis has been postulated for use as an indication of
vertical transport in the stratosphere. Ozone data would also be useful in
other atmospheric studies. To date, little effort has been aDplied to sensing
ozone concentration from rocketsondes. However, there seems io be no reason
why the ozone sensors could not be adapted to this type of deployment.

The PAULA III instrument package will of necessity be completely different than
its two predecessors. The philosophy used in atmospheric sensing of meteor-
ological parameters must be altered considerably when considering extension of
the measurements to altitudes at 400,000 feet and above. The measurement of
pressure in a region where the pressure is approximately 2 x 10-5 mb becomes a
problem in counting molecules. easuring temperature in an atmosphere where
the mean free path is approximately 14 feet becomes a problem of defining
temperature.

The most important meteorological measurement that can be made over this alti-
tude regime is density. Density measurements in the pressure range below
2 x 10-5 mb can be made using ionization gages (Alphatron) or Radiation scatter
techniques. Measurements of the composition of the atmosphere at these alti-
tudes can be made using a mass spectrometer. In general, any measurements madej at these high altitudes require very sophisticated measuring techniques. This

I4
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fact, in combination with the possible need for longer transmission -listance
(larger transmitter and larger power supply) will probably limit this vehicle
to a maximum of two sensors. The purpose of the PAULA III vehicle should be to
fill the void bVtween present rocket measurements and satellite measurements.
Therefore, in PAULA III measurement of parameters concerning the environment in
the vicinity of the vehicle should be given preference rather than those such
as solar and terrestrial radiation which can be more completely determined
through the use of satellite data. The possibility of other parameters such
as the determination of atmospheric composition, electron and ion density and
local magnetic field are some of the measurements which could be considered.
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SECTION V J
-STJMMARY OF IN ED - . .C :1

In the course of this study program many appraoches to the problem of
deploying a meteorological probe from a moving aircraft to 120,000
feet were considered. In the course of these considerations, careful
attention was given to establishing certain basic objectives for the
study. Certain encouraging approaches, which are presented in this
report were abandoned since they did not fulfill these objectives. ,
The program objectives which were primary considerations are:

1. Aircraft Flight Safety must be considered of paramount I
importance.

2. The system must be readily adaptable to both the W-47Eand the KC/C-135B aircraft with a minimum of structural I
modification to the aircraft.

3. The telemetering equipment must be compatible with the I
AN/AMQ-19.

4. The rocket motor used for propulsion of the flight
vehicle should be, perferably, aircraft qualified and
an Air Force stocked item.

5. The Rocketsounding System should consist of state-of- I
the-art techniques for use at altitudes of 120,000
feet and be readily expandable to 250,000 feet, and 3
the region between 400,000 feet and 600,000 feet asj
applicable sensors become available.

Investigation of the configuration of the W-47E and the M/C-35B air-
frames indicates three possible areas for installation of upper
atmosphere sounding vehicles, these areas are:

1. The fuselage center section. 1
2. The empannage.

3. External stores under wing pylon.
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An internal arrangement may be possible in the fuselage (space per-
+itting) =r cxtr.zrnaJ. packages ,LL84t be atached to the ffi s&ae." "

These investigations of areas for storing the flight vehicles aboard
the aircraft resulted in study of three methods of initial sounding
instrument deployment. These methods can be summarized as follows:

1. Release of the vehicle in a dowinward direction from the
aircraft, followed by an operational sequence to stabi-
lize the unit, then propulsion to the desired altitude.
This is the recommended method.

2. Ejection of the vehicle horizontally aft in the manner
used with the AN/AXM-13 radiosonde, followed by a
stabilization phase and propulsion to altitude.

3. Direct vertical (uwpard) injection to +h;e desired alt.-
tude.

Internal sounding vehicle installation in the W-47E is Limited by
equipment located in the former bomb bay area and the fuel cell

sntallations. In the case of the KC/C-135B, there are inherent
problems in providing openings in a pressutized fuselage. External
packages bolted to the fuselage are a possibility with either air-
frame.

Several additional airframe installations and methods of deploying
a sounding instrument into the upper atmosphere were investigated.
These investigations are sumarized in the following paragraphs.

VERTICAL INJECTION METHOD

A very interesting, and somewhat unusual, approach was considered for
injecting a probe into the upper atmosphere. Since the instrument
package must be deployed vertically, it was considered very desirable
to deploy directly to altitude without the necessity of any additional
sequential steps. To accomplish this, the application of the proven
ground-based gun-launched probe principle to an aircraft was studied.
In the final analysis it would appear that the extremely high breech
pressure, very hagh accelerations, and need for extensive aircraft mod-
ification to absorb recoil, result in a conclusion that this method
is impractical for a state-of-the-art operation system.

The gun-launched probe system studied, which does offer many benefi-
cial attributes, is illustrated in Figure 5-1 installed in the W-47
aircraft. Launch and deployment of the meteorological package is

5-2
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shovn in Figure 5-2. The most critical characteristics of the system
are discussed below and are supported by data in graphs and figures.
Sree .of the information Dresented )ierein yws estbihq.4 through rher ,

liberal extrapolation of existing gun-launched probe data. The following
parameters have been assumed for this discussion.

I. Projectile apogee: 125,000 feet and 250,000 feet.

2. Barrel length: 10 to 15 feet.

3. Projectile diameter: 1/2 barrel diameter.

4. Aircraft forward velocity neglected.

Inspection of the data presented in Figure 5-3 shows the muzzle
velocities re ired to reach the desired altitudes with a gun whose
bore is three to six inches. Figures 5-4 and 5-5 show the muzzle
velocity capabilities of ten and fifteen feet gun barrels asstming
an operating breech pressure of 47,000 pounds per square inch.

Based on the margin of velocity between the muzzle velocity capa-
bilities and muzzle velocity requirements, the following assumptions
car be made to determine an approximate breech pressure lower than
47,000 psi, These rea ts &r e sov~ in Figues '5,4 = C_7

I. Ten foot gun operating to 125,000 feet. (Figure 5.-8)

2. Ten foot gun operating to 250,000 feet. (Not possible j
below 47,000 psi.)

3. Fifteen foot gun operating to 125,000 feet. (Figure 5-9) j
4. Fifteen foot gun operating to 250,000 feet. (Operating at

47,000 psi, the following are feasible.) j
a. Four inch gun with five pound projectile.

b. Six inch gun with twelve pound projectile.

Da the cas ix o t'he fifteen fitgP twelve t feet, acceojac-"il&-

tions and muzzle velocities experienced by the projectile are:

1. Four inch gun muzzle velocity 5,500 feet per second
(15 pound projectile), peak acceleration 63,000 g.

2. Six inch gun muzzle velocity 5,100 feet per second
(15 pound projectile), peak acceleration 54,000 g.

5
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Inspection of this data indicates that extensive changes are necessary
in present radiosonde circuitry and meteorological sensors due to the
h---g s lpratinnn Jny 4y d. U it is the aim of this system to be
operational within the limitations of state-of'- Viart hardvare, fAls
approach was eliminated from consideration early in the study program.

HORIZONTAL EJCTION MTQD

A careful study was also made of the problems involved in installing
a sounding vehicle dispensing system in the tail of the aircraft.
With the W-47E, this concept appears to be encouraging as the
MX-4768/AMK-19 Radiosonde Set Dispenser is installed iz this area and
several possible methods can be used. The most promising among these
was to nest four "Judi" type rockets, equipped with meteorological
instrumentation, in the space available around the dispenser. This
rocket motor provides much of the required performance, although
pr-imarily used for DART transport and not presently qualified for
aircraft use. It has been established that four of these vehicles
could be mounted around the dispenser in the W-TE as shown in Fig-
ure 5-10. The sounding vehicles would be contained in a tube which
also provides storage for the stabilization -'rachute and timing
devices.

Te meteorolo.cal -o.ding package vould be contained in an ogive-
shaped nose cone designed to be deployed at apogee, allowing the
meteorological package to descend by parachute. Due to the extreme
turbulence experienced at the after end of the aircraft during flight
it was felt that the rocket vehicle must be deployed from the air-
craft with a "pogo stick" type of launcher rather than a drogue para-
chute. Figure 5-11 illustrates the rockets and payload packages in
their dispenser. When used in this application, the Judi would
provide a vehicle displaying the approximate characteristics listed
in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII

Weight 38 pounds 38 pounds
Length (approximate) 90 inches 90 inches
Payload Diameter 3 inches 4 inches
Apogee (ap-rc ,i te) 257,.000 feet 20C.000 feet
Peak Acceleration 120 g t s 120 g's
Payload 9 pounds 9 pounds

Selection of this configuration would preclude the use of many exist-
ing AN/AM-13 assemblies due to the small volume avuilable in the nose,
and, also, probably due to electrical power requirements, the proven
hypsometer for the measurement of pressure altitude.
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Additional research and development would be required to support the
design of a suitable transmitter. This effort removes the Judi from I
the realm of state-of-the-art hardware. The major problem involved
in the use of this method is the extensive rework to the aircraft and
rest1tant non-interchangeabiiLy ulf "' Cy-syt bemtween thec -ir- .. %,
craft (w-47E and K/C-135B). It is anticipated that PAULA I will
require only minor modification to the aircraft involved, the W-47E
and the K/C-135B, to utilize the system presented in Section IV of
this report. In addition, a Judi-powered sounding vehicle and I
dispensing system does not appear to lend itself readily to modi-
fication for soundings at 120,000 feet, 250,000 feet, and the area
between 400,000 and 600,000 feet. Additional flight vehicle and I
aircraft =odifications would appear necessary to achieve this desiredextension to higher altitudes.

"N 1MM STCI I

Following the consideration of various fuselage mounting techniques,0Istudy effort .ras concentrated on the concept of external stores.
As the aircraft involved, W-47E and K/C-135B, are, or can be, equipped
to carry external fuel tanks, this offered an ideal location for the
mounting of instrumented rocket vehicles. It is highly desirable to I
have a package which would fit either aircraft, and be readily adapt-
able to additional types of aircraft. External mounting permits this
option. The final configuration of the PAULA I system is presented j
in the prededing section of this report. Several configurations
considered during the evolution of the final package are briefly
discussed below. One design parameter established for the program
was that four sounding vehicles must be carried aboard the air- I
craft. One configuration studied is shown in Figures 5-12 through
5-15. The external fins on the pod, as well as the rocket vehicle
fins projecting through the pod, were used in combination as a spin
stabilization device for the pod to assure separation from the air-
craft prior to parachute opening. This finned pod arrangement does
not lend itself to side-by-side wing pylon mounting due to the
extreme aerodynamic interaction (turbulence) generated. To preclude 1
turbulence affects the pod remained attached to the aircraft and the
sounding vehicle deployed aft with its parachute as shown in Figures
5-16 and 5-17. This presented a smoowth aerodynamic shape to the air 1
flow but still left the exposed vehicle fins aft. Even though this
is an improvement over the previous concept, it still was not a
desirable solution to the problem. The concept-was mcdified by
installing two wing pods side-by-side with a door which could be
opened in the after end for vehicle deployment. This configuration
is shown in Figure 5-18. While this represents a usable solution,
the cost of design and fabrication plus the resultant loss of air-
craft performance, makes it appear undesirable. The step leading to
evolution of the PAULA I system was the use of a large pod containing the

5
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sounding vehicle. This pod would be dropped and act as a launching
platform for the sounding vehicle after parachute stabilization.
This system utilized the PAUIA I sounding vehicle but represented a
.4 f- - Anj^xnnot tehnivue. -The se._ence of.this deployment is
illustrated in Figures 5-19 through 5-23. This particular configuration
showed sufficient promise to warrant analysis in the I1M 7040 computer.
Canted fins were used on the drop pod for spin-up. An integrating
accelermneter, mounted on the periphery of the pod and, therefore,
actuated by rotation during deployment, was used as the final safety
device in the flight safety program. This was considered one type
acceleration which could only be experienced after release from the
aircraft. Although this system appeared to offer a workable solution,
the problem of installing two pods on a common external stores pylon,
their large frontal area and proximity to each other, had a deleterious
affect on aircraft performance.

The last concept evolved prior to the final PAUIA I system consisted
of a vehicle powered by the Falcon M-58A2 motor and utilizes a
rotary dispenser made from a modified W-iI7 external fuel tank.
This is very close to the final design which is discussed in Section
IV. The dimensions and launch sequence are shown in Figures 5-24
through 5-30.

The background information evolved from the configurations presented
in this section lead to preparation and study of the final recommenda-
tions necessary to assure that an operational state-of-the-art system
could be provided. This final PAULA I deployment configuration is
presented in Section IV of this report.
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SECTION VI

THE AN/AMQ-19 AUTOMATIC METEOROLOGICAL SYSTEM

The AN/AM-19 Meteorological System, produced by Bendix Friez, includes three
subsystems. These are Vertical, Horizontal and Data Handling. In addition,
a Ground Data Handling system is used to process the data transmitted by the
collecting aircraft. A Functional Diagram of the AN/AMQ-19 System is shown
in Figure 6-1.

The following components are contained in the AN/Aw-19 system:

Radiosonde, AN/AMT-13

Radio Dispenser, MX-4768/Ag-19

Antenna, AT-896/A

Receiver, Radio, R-1196/AMq-19

Converter-Scanner, Signal Data, CV-1523/AQ-19

Generator, Control Signal, O-lll3/AMQ-19

Power Supply, PP-3768/AIQ-I9

Control Panel, Vertical Subsystem Control-Indicator T

Control Panel, Observer Inputs Selector

Control Panel, Data Handling Control-Indicator

Control Panel, Voltage Monitor Control-Indicator

Recorder-Reproducer, Signal Data, RD-253/AQ-19

Frequency Shift Keyer-Multiplexer, KY-494/AMQ-19

VERTICAL SUBSYSTEM

The vertical subsystem consists of those components (Radiosonde, Dispenser,
Antenna, and Receiver) needed to collect, process, and provide vertical sound-
ing inputs to the data handling subsystem. This equipment can be described
as follows:
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A. AN/AMT-13 Radiosonde

The AN/AMT-13 Radiosonde is a meteorological sensing and telemeter-
ing package designed for ejection from high performance aircraft
flying at speeds up to Mach 0.85 and at altitudes up to 50,000 feet.
The radiosonde senses the characteristics of the atmosphere (pres-
sure, temperature, and humidity) through which it passed during
parachute descent from altitude. The meteorological data measured
during descent are encoded into analog pulse repetition rates in
the nominal range between 2450 and 6050 pulses per second. The
encoded data is transmitted to a radio receiver aboard the aircraft
by a 403 megacycle carrier.

The AN/AMT-I3 Radiosonde, as shown in Figure 6-2, consists of a
cylindrical instrument package containing the sensors, electronics,
and power supply which is supported during descent from altitude
by a parachute. The cylindrical instrument package is 3.5 inches
in diameter and 18 inches in length. The covering tube is open and
slotted at the forward end to permit the free flow of air to temper-
ature and humidity sensors. Ports for the barometric pressure
sensor are located around the cylinder at the midpoint in length.

A compartment for storage of the parachute is located at the aft
end of the unit. The descent parachute is a nylon hemispherical
canopy 12 inches in diameter, which is attached to the instrument
package by nylon risers. This parachute configuration results in
descent from 40,000 feet in nine minutes, from 35,000 feet in seven
minutes, and from 10,000 feet in 2.5 minutes. The radiosonde
weighs 4.75 pounds.

The AN/AIT-13 Radiosonde, together with the R-u96/AMQ-i9 Radio
Receiver aboard the aircraft, provides a reliable communications
link of approximately 210 nautical miles with the aircraft flying
at 40,000 feet (line of sight transmission limit.ation). The
radiosonde transmitter operates in the 400-406 iacycle meteor-
ological band with a peak power output in excess of 18 watts. The
active elements in the sonde electronics are so.Lid state devices
with the exception of the carrier oscillator which uses an electron
tube. The transmitter antenna is a flexible half-wave dipole which
is extended upright and rigid at parachute deployment. The antenna
is attached to, and supported by, the parachute canopy.

The sonde electronics is powered by three 6 volt nickel-cadmium
rechargeable batteries. This typ- of power supply permits charg-
ing to maximum capacity just before use for maximum efficiency and
reliability.

The sensors used for data collection are sampled during descent by
a programmer assembly. The programmer consists of a flush type
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commutator board, rotating contact arm, and motor and gear assembly.
The DC motor, with its attendant gear train, provides a comratation
rate of 10 scans per minute (one commutator sweep each six seconds).
Twelve conducting segments are provided on the commutator. The con-
tact arm dwells on a segment for a period of 450 milliseconds and is
interrupted for a period of 50 milliseconds between segments. Data
is available at the segments in the following order during one scan
of commutator: 1) High Frequency Reference, 2) Humidity, 3) Temper-
ature, 4) Pressure, 5) Humidity, 6) Temperature, 7) Low Frequency
Reference, 8) Humidity, 9) Temperature, 10) Pressure, ll) Humidity,
12) Temperature.

The pressure sensor is also a part of the programmer assembly. This
design feature permits the programmer motor to drive the programmer
contact arm and also to actuate the pressure contact arm at preset
time intervals. The pressure sensor consists of an aneroid capsule
which drives a contact arm through an appropriate linkage and provides
motion across a wire-wound resistance card, providing a pressure
versus resistance relationship. Humidity measurements are obtained
with an ML-476/AMT carbon humidity element. An ML-405A/AMT-11 rod
thermistor is used for measuring temperature. An internal view of
the AN/AMT-13 radiosonde is presented in Figure 6-3.

The technical characteristics of the AN/AM-I3 radiosonde are as
follows:

1. Rane of Measurement

a) Atmospheric Pressure: 100 millJibars to 1060 millibars

b) Temperature: +55eC to -90*C

c) Relative Humidity: 5% to 100%

2. Dimensions

a) Diameter: 3.5 inches

b) Length: 18 inches

c) Weight: 4.75 pounds

3. Transmitter

a) Preset R.F. Frequency: 403 + 2 megacycles

b) Signal: Pulse time modulated
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c) Pulse Repetition Frequency: Variable between 2400 and

6100 cycles per second

d) Pulse Width: 16 + 3 microseconds

e) Peak Pulse Power Output: 18 watts minimum

B. Disenser, Radiosonde Set, ix-4768/iuQ-l9

The dispenser is designed to carry and eject nine radiosondes at
altitudes up to 50,000 feet, from an aircraft flying at speeds up
to Mach 1. The ejection path is aft and parallel to the axis of
the aircraft. Exit velocities between 20 and 30 feet per second
are obtained.

The dispenser is a drum-shaped aluminum alloy assembly approximately
48 inches long by 22 inches in diameter. It weighs approximately
180 pounds. It has an ejection port at one end and a dust-and mois-
ture-proofing cover at the other. An access cover, running longi-
tudinally on the drum, provides means for visual inspection and
space for adjusting the indexing motor and arming mechanisms.

Nine individual tubes (barrels) house the radiosonde sets. Thermo-
statically controlled heaters maintain the temperature of the radio-
sondes at approximately 25*C when the ambient temperature is below
this level.

The tubes are held in position by two rigid end plates and stainless
steel braces to form a cylinder. This assembly, which resembles the r'l
cylinder of a revolver, rotates within a housing to position a radio-
sonde for ejection when the operator depresses the eject button.

A special pneumatic actuator ejects the radiosonde. The actuator I
consists of a free piston which moves in a slotted cylinder. A
shoulder on the piston extends through the slot and provides a
means for taking out the power of the piston. The slot is sealed
by a thin metal ribbon threaded through the piston and fixed at 1!
each end of the cylinder. Air pressure, moving the piston through
the cylinder, forces the ribbon against a flat surface beneath the
slot. As the piston moves, it contacts the radiosonde, accelerates 1|
and thrusts the radiosonde aft.

The special features of the actuator are: 11
1. A s3ow approach to the radiosonde.

2. A momentary hesitation upon contact with the radiosonde, 11
then, full line pressure ejection of the radiosonde.
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3. Automatic piston return, which readies the actuator for
the next stroke.

The pneumatic power is supplied from a rechargeable air or gas
bottle (100 cubic inches volume, 2500 psi pressure) mounted on the
outside rear bulkhead of the dispenser.

Access to the dispenser is through the W-47E tail compartment door
or by removal of the tail dome cover. Radiosondes are loaded in
the dispenser through the radiosonde eject port. A solenoid-
powered linear actuator rotates the cylinder one position at a
time. An indexing mechanism automatically aligns the barrel with
the eject port.

Controls and indicators for the dispenser are located on the Ver-
tical Subsystem Control-indicator at the observer's operating posi-
tion. These are:

1. Sonde Number meter (identifies the barrel aligned with the
ejection port, 1 through 9).

2. Index switch (rotates the cylinder one position).

3. Arm switch (turns on the radiosonde).

4. Drop switch.

C. Antenna

The AT-896/A Antenna is a 403 megacycle (nominal) stub antenna de-
signed for aircraft use. The antenna operates in conjunction with
the radiosonde receiver and is located on the lower aft fuselage in
close proximity to the receiver.

D. Radio Receiver

The radiosonde receiver is a double-conversion superheterodyne with
a bandpass R.F amplifier, a crystal-controlled first local oscillator,
a bandpass first IF amplifier, a voltage-controlled second local
oscillator, a narrow bandpass second IF amplifier, and a detector
section. The detector section contains a pulse or intelligence
detector, a peak detector for automatic gain control, and a fre-
quency discriminator for automatic frequency control.

The controls and indicators for the receiver are located on the con-
trol panel. Prior to arming a radiosonde, the frequency meter will
sweep as it follows the AFC circuit in seeking a signal. The
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AN/AMT-l3 radiosonde is armed by depressing the switch in its forward
end (as shown in Figure 6-2). At this ,e the frequency meter will
indicate the radiosonde transmitting frequency. The signal strength
meter should indicate a strong signal due to its proximity to the
receiver and antenna. After the radiosonde is ejected from the dis-
penser, the frequency and signal strength meters will continue to
indicate until the end of the flight at which point the frequency
meter will again begin to sweep. Audio monitoring will also indicate
flight termination.

If at any time during the radiosonde flight the signal becomes too
weak for the receiver to remain locked on, or if a fault occurs in
the AFC circuit, the Automatic-Manual switch may be thrown to the
Manual position and the receiver tuned with the Manual Tuning Control.
It may also be necessary to tune the receiver manually if it has
locked onto an unwanted signal, such as that from an AN/AMT-13
launched by another aircraft. After the desired signal has been
tuned in, the switch may be returned to the Automatic position.

Receiver characteristics:

1. Tuning Range: 400 to 406 megacycles

2. Input impedance: 500 ohms

3. Sensitivity:

a) Automatic Tuning: 10 microvolts at 403 mc

b) Manual Tuning: 8 microvolts at 403 mc

c) Performance Monitoring: Frequency, Signal Strength,
Audio

The output of the receiver is fed to the Frequency to Voltage Con-
verter (data handling subsystem) and processed. This operation is
described in a subsequent paragraph.

HORIZONTAL SUBSYSTEM

The horizontal subsystem includes the data inputs from the various aircraft
systems and meteorological sensors selected to provide a complete flight level
history. These inputs, and their effect upon the basic AN/AMQ-I9 System, can
be described as follows:
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A. Wind Speed and Direction

The outputs of the AN/APN-102 Doppler Radar, the N-1 Compass, and
the other navigational instruments are used by the Wind Vector
Computer, CP-721/AMQ-I9, to provide wind speed and direction as
Potentiometer outputs.

B. Position (Latitude and Longitude)

The outputa of the AN/APN-102 Doppler Radar and the N-1 Compass
are used by the AN/ASN-6 Dead Reckoning Computer to provide lati-
tude and longitude data. The synchro outputs of the AN/ASN-6 are
converted in the Synchro Assembly into outputs across potentiometers.

C. Radar Altitude

This is given by the AN/APN-42 Radar Altimeter, used in accordance
with present military practices. The output of the AN/APN-42 set
is converted to a potentiometer output in a Bendix supplied Synchro
Assembly, CV-1393/AMO.-19.

D. Total Temperature Measuring SyLstem

The temperature sensor is a probe which utilizes a resistance ele-
ment connected in one leg of a self-balancing (motor-driven) bridge.
The error voltage, sensed at the bridge is applied through a servo
amplifier which operates the balancing motor, and drives the output
potentiometer. The temperature indicator is geared to the poten-
tiometer shaft. The range of temperature measurement is plus 406C
to -85*C, with an installed accuracy of plus or minus 1C.

E. Observer Inputs

The meteorological operator inserts observed weather data in RECCO
Code by means of the controls on the Observer Inputs Meteorological
Data Selector.

F. Pressure Altitude and Air Speed

Both Pressure Altitude and Air Speed are measured with standard
presbure-sampling probes, which position potentiometers as inputs.

G. Time of Day

Time of day is recorded as part of each horizontal data scan. The
clock provides analog signals on two channels representing time of
day from zero to 2400 hours.
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DATA HAMDLIN SUBSYSTEM

The data handling subsystem of the AN/AMR-19 Meteorological System receives
the information generated in the vertical and horizontal subsystems, provides
for conversion to digital form, and relays the digitized data to a buffer
storage unit. This subsystem also provides frequency shift keying of the air
to ground radio transmitter. The weather information collected is stored in
this subsystem in eight parallel channels in field data code format, The
transmission of data to the ground is accomplished aver the aircraft single
sideband radio as a multiplexed audio signal. These components can be des-
cribed as follows:

A. Signal Data Converter Scanner

34e signal data converter scanner is a comlonent from the data
ing subsystem. It receives inputs frcm both horizontal and
cal subsystems, processes the information and converts from
alo a digital sig&l. A two-deck commutator receives

a .rom the horizontal subsystem, vertical subsystem
0ts are received in a frequency to voltage converter. The

tee sections of the converter scanner can be described as follows:

1. Horizontal Input

The horizontal subsystem input consists of up to 30 channels
of analog DC voltage signals whose level ranges between -2.5
and +2.5 volts. The 30 channels are scanned by a commutator
at a rate of 15 channels per second. The analog voltages are
not distorted by more than .01 volts during scanning. The
second deck of the commtator adds timing pulses and teletype
carriage return information signals to the data. Commutator
output is applied to the Analog to Digital Converter portion
of the converter scanner.

2. Vertical Input

The vertical subsystem input is the pulse repetition rate be-
tween 2450 and 6050 pulses per second relayed from the radio-
sonde receiver. The frequency to voltage converter transforms
the pulse repetition rates received into voltage signals whose
level ranges between -2.5 and +2.5 volts DC. These signals are
also applied to the Analog to Digital Converter. The A to D
converter will not receive signals from the commutator and
F to V converter simultaneously.
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3. Analog to Digital Converter

The analog to digital converter receives input voltages rang-
ing bet~en -2.5 and e.5 volts DC from either the horizontal
or vertical subsystem. The converter utilizes a capacitive
charge transfer technique to accomplish a successive approx-
Imation conversion process. The output of the analog to digita).
converter is a ten bit serial binary number which includes a
parity bit.

B. Converter §ignal Generator

The Control Signal Generator's function is to convert the binary
information supplied by the analog to digital converter into a
binary coded decimal signal in field data format for storage in an
eight channel tape recorder.

This is accomplished by interplay of the following three sections:

1. B to BCD Conversion

The binary to binary coded decimal converter takes the ten
bit serial binary words and converts them to a three decimal,
binary coded decimal signal. The information is read in at
a 250 ke rate and is read out at 83 cps in RZ code.

2. LogiLc Control

The logic control provides the necessary switching and timing
signals for reaing the information in and out of the BC con-
verter. It also generates the characters which converts the
binary coded decimal information into the field data code form
as well as special characters such as line feed, carriage re-
turn; space and data identification signals.

All buffer storage control signals such as read, write and

reverse are also generated in this section.

3. NRZ to NRZI

The NRZ information coming from the BCD converter, four logic
control sections, must first be converted to NRZI form before
the recorder can use it. This is accomplished with a flip-
flop in each of the eight channels.
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C. Power

The components comprising the data handling subsystem portion of
the meteorological system receive the voltages required for their
operation from a central supply.

This power supply uses 115 VAC, 3 phase, 4O cycle as its primary
source of power and supplies -18 VDC, -12 VDC, -6 VDC, -2.5 VDC,
+14 VDC, +12 VDC, +6 VDC and +2 VDC to the various components in
the data handling portion of the system.

These voltages are regulated by temperature stable transistorized
regulators which have built-in over current protection.

The power supply is turned on at the control panel which is used
as the distribution point for the +28 VDC and 115 VAC 40 cycle
power used by the data handling Instruments.

D. Control Panels

Four control panels are used to monitor and control the system.
They are as follows:

1. Vertical Subsystem Control-Indicator

This control panel includes those functions needed to monitor
and control radiosonde receiver perform.ance, as noted above,
and the main pawer switch. The control panel also includes
the horizontal and verticsl subsystem power controls.

2. Observer Inputs Selector

This control panel includes provisions for the observer to
manually insert weather data in RECCO code.

3. Data Handlin& Control-Indicator

The data handling control panel contains the controls and
selectors necessary for operation of the Signal Data Recorder-
Reproducer. The operator can select the interval at which the
horizontal data inputs are scanned and the rate at which data
is recorded. The selector for determining which subsystem's
data is to be recorded, horizontal or vertical is also located
here. Atop the panel are located the recorder-reproducer
command controls (rite, Reverse, Ready, Transmit).
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4. Voltage Monitor Control-Indicator

This control panel provides a means for monitoring the various
voltage outputs of the power supply. This panel also contains
the time-of-day analog clock.

E. Signal Data Recorder-Reproducer

The Signal Data Recorder-Reproducer has a capacity of at least
600,000 words of eight parallel bits each (8 channels). It re-
cords the digital words at a rate of 45 bits per channel per
second. When commanded to transmit, the storage unit automati-
cally reads out, without gaps between words, at a rate of 75 bits
per second per channel. The output of the Recorder-Reproducer is
in non-return to zero form and is used to drive the Keyer-Multi-
plexer. The output is 0 or U1 volts, representing binary 0 or 1.

F. Frequency Shift Keyer-Multialexer

The Keyer-Multiplexer accepts inputs from the Signal Data Recorder-
Reproducer on eight separate channels. The output for each channel
is either of two frequencies, depending on whether the input is 0
or i. The converter is capable of switching frequencies at a rate
compatible with the 75 word per second per channel transmission
rate. The output of the Keyer-Multiplexer is compatible with air-
craft single sideband transmitters. Reception and processing of
the multiplexed audio signal transmitted from the aircraft is des-
cribed in the following paragraph.

GROUND DATA PROCESSIG

Processing of the weather data transmitted from the aircraft as a multiplexed
audio signal must be accomplished through equipnent installed at a communica-
tions ground station. This equipment, a ground data handling system, provider
an automatic processing link between the communications single sideband re-
ceiver and a teletype system used to display the data and relay the informa-
tion to other locations. The ground data handling equipment is the AN/GMH-4
Analysis Data Central produced by Bendix Friez.

The receiving set used with the AN/AM-19 and the AN/GMH-4 systems must be
capable of accepting single sideband type signals in the frequency range from
two to 30 megacycles. The detected sideband must have a three kilocycle band-
pass to accommodate the eight parallel channels of the frequency shift tone
keyer controlling transmission from the aircraft. The receiver must also have
the necessary sensitivity to receive the signals of the airborne transmitter,
which has peak output of approximately 400 watts.
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The output of the single sideband ground receiver must be demodulated (de-
multiplexed) prior to further processing. This demodulation involves a
frequency shift converter and an IIZI to NRZ converter. The signal is then
passed to a Code Converter and Adapter for additional processing wherein
conversion from field data to serial Baudot code is accomplished. The
salient features of the AN/GMU-4 system are as follows:

1. Demodulates, converts, and presents the raw weather data on
a teletype page printer.

2. Provides for storage of the received data at the ground station
for processing or re-transmission at a later time (up to a maximum
of six transmissions).

3. Provides for conversion of the digital message format from parallel
RZI field data code through parallel NRZ field data code to serial

Baudot code format.

The AN/GMH-4 System is shown in Figure 6-4.

The components used in the AN/GMH-4 Data Analysis Central and the functions
they perform are presented in the following paragraphs:

A. Frequency Shift Converter

The ground single sideband receiver output signal is a duplicate
of the signal developed by the Frequency Shift Keyer-Multiplexer
which is used to modulate the aircraft transmitter. It is a
multiplexed signal consisting of a number of modulated audio fre-
quencies. This signal contains eight (8) parallel channels of
information. When demodulated, the frequency identifies the in-
formation as a binary 0 or 1. The function of the Frequency Shift
Converter is to detect each frequency and convert it to its
original DC voltage form of 0 or -12 volts. In this form the
ground signal corresponds to the information output of the air-
borne buffer storage unit.

B. NRZI to NRZ Converter

In NRZI (non-return to zero - IBM format) code, a logic "one" is
defined as a change from one voltage level, in either the positive
or negative direction, and a logic "zero" is defined as no change
in level. NRZI code is the same as NRZ(M). In NMZ (non-return to
zero), "one" is defined as one of two voltage levels, and a logic
"zero" as the other level. To convert from NRZI to NRZ format, a
timing pulse will be derived from the output of the Frequency Shift
Converter. This pulse, delayed to preclude skew error, is used to
control the temporary storage. The temporary storage consists of
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a bank of flip-flop circuits, each corresponding to a particular
channel of the Frequency Shift Converter. The flip-flops corres-
ponding to channels that contain logic "ones" are triggered "ON"
and those corresponding to channels containing "Zeros" are flipped
"OFF". In addition, another pulse is generated by the outputs of
the channels, and it provides the system with two control pulses,
which are utilized in the Code Converter.

C. Power Ly

The power requirements for operation of the NRZI to NRZ Converter,
the Adapter and Control Unit, and the Code Converter are approxi-
mately 40 watts (nominal). The output of the Power Supply is
+6 VDC, -6 VDC, and -12 VDC. The Power Supply has a voltmeter and
selector mounted on the panel so that cutputs may be monitored.
The Buffer Storage units have internal power supplies.

D. Code Converter and Adapter

The input to the Code Converter and Adapter in NRZ field data from
the NRZI to NRZ Converter. Conversion from NRZ field data code to
Baudot code is performed by means of decoding gates and a matrix
consisting solely of solid state devices. The output of the matrix
is five parallel channels of Baudot coded information. A strobe
pulse is generated to time the output of Baudot coded information
to the buffer storage unit in the Write mode. It is necessary to
differentiate numbers from letters by upper and lover case on the
teletypewriter keyboard. In the case of meteorological data, upper
case signal is actually initiated when the frequency selector switch
on the Control Panel is depressed. A parity error counter is pro-
vided to count the erroneous data that may be received during a
transmission, and the percentage of error will be indicated by the
setting of the selector switch, an indicator light, and an alarm
buzzer at the Control Panel. in addition, a question mark is
transmitted whenever an error is detected.

E. Buffer Storage Unit

The buffer storage unit consists of two Digi-Store units. Although
each individual unit has Read/Write capability, the two units will
be mounted side by side in the rack with one operating in the Write
mode and the other in the Read mode as required. Provisions have
been made for the difference in read and write speeds. The buffer
storage units utilize magnetic tape which is perforated for a
sprocketed wheel, and stepping motor is used for positive indexing.
The units use 100% transistorized circuitry and a minimum of moving
parts. The input and output speeds are asynchronous to 300 charac-
ters per second, and the units are compatible with the teletype
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machines with no external adaptation.

Utilization of two complete Digi-Store units as a buffer storage
enables faster transmission of messages and less time lost in
maintenance, if one uait malfunctions. In addition, if one unit
does go out, the other unit can be utilized for recording and
transmitting. However, under normal c6nditions one unit will
always be in write mode and the other unit in read mode. The
buffer storage receives the input signal from the Code Converter
and Adapter as five parallel bits of Baudot code at a rate of 75
characters per second and produces an output in serial Baudot with
a start and stop pulses added. The readout of the buffer storage
units is compatible with standard teletype machines,

F. Control Panel

The Control Panel of the Ground Data Handling System will be placed
at an operator's console in the single sideband Communication Center.
The Control Panel includes frequency selector switches, a power en-
able switch and indicator light, an error indicator light and per-
centage error selector switch, an error alarm switch, and a system
reset switch and indicator light.

G. Self-Test Equipment

The Self-Test Equipment consists of a tape transport, an NRZI Con-
verter, and a .Frequency Shift Keyer. The output of the system will
be fed into the Frequency Shift Converter. The equipment will be
mounted in the rack with the Analysis Data Central equipment. A
pre-programmed test tape will be provided to test each channel of
the Analysis Data Central System individually, and to check the
effectiveness of the parity check circuitry, percentage of error
counters, percentage of error alarm, and the system reset function.

Operation of the AN/GMH-4 equipment is essentially automatic; however, certain
switches, panel lights, and monitoring circuits are provided at the Control
Panel. A power control switch and an indicator light permits energizing the
system from the console position. The power to the system is supplied through
a main circuit breaker at a power distribution panel.

Six frequency selector switches are provided at the Control Panel to permit
the operator to select the single sideband receiver to receive the trans-
mission. Although six switches are provided, it does not necessarily mean
that six receivers will be connected. When a transmission is to be received,
the operator will push a switch corresponding to the single sideband receiver I
or frequency desired for the transmission, and an indicator light which is a
part of the switch will be illuminated, The buffer storage units should
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already be set in the write and read modes of operation, so that when
the power is turned on the system will be ready to receive the input
signal.

The system reset switch is provided to enable the operator to return
the System digital devices to a pre-determined state befor- operation
or before a self-test check-out. This feature improves the perform-
ance of the system and eliminates the possibility of misleading oper-
ation during a system check-out. The reset indicator light functions
in conjunction with the s;-stem reset switch and the parity error cir-
cuitry, and, the light is illuminated whenever the first erroneous
data is received. The system should be reset after a transmission,
if the reset light is illuminated, even though the error light may
not have come on.

A selector switch and error indicator light are provided at the con-
trol panel to enable the operator to monitor the quality of the
transmission. The operator will probably be listening to the incom-
ing signal also. A counter is provided in the circuitry to count the
errors received in the transmission. The percentage of error as
indicated by the selector switch is defined as the number of erron-
eous characters expressed as a percentage of 6000 characters (con-
sidered to be the length of a average transmission). The operating
principle is simple in that the selector switch is preset at the
predetermined level of permissible error, and when the counting
circuit receives sufficient error counting pulses the indicator light
on the Control Panel will light.

A buzzer-type alarm works in conjunction with the error detecting
circuitry, and it buzzes when the preset percentage of errors is
received. A switch is provided to disable the alarm buzzer if the
operator so desires, either after it sounds or to prevent it from
sounding. The error light (not the system reset light) illuminates
coincident with the sounding of the alarm buzzer. The normal setting
of the alarm switch permits the buzzer to operate upon receiving a
signal from the error counters.
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FIGURE 6-4

THE AN/GMH-4 ANALYSIS DATA CEMfJAL
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iRAJECTORY EQUATIONS
AND

* . COMPUTER PROCEDURES

The trajectory data included in this report were obtained from a
digital com.uter program. lthe equations used in the program are given below
in vector form.

1. Coordinate Systems Definitions

1.1 Launcher coordinate system, 1i

origin at launcher

11 axis east

12 axis north

13 axis up

The earth forces, the wind, and the atmosphere are defined in the I
system. The trajectory position and velocity data are computed in this sys-tem.

1.2 Principal axis system, pi

origin at rocket c.g.

P1  along long axis of rocket

P2 ' P3  normal to p1

pO, p2'' p3 are along the principal axes of inertia. The differential

equations otranslation and rotation are expressed in tte principal axis system.

1.3 Reference axis system ri

origin the geometric center of the motor exit plane

r 1  along long axis of airframe

r2, r3  normal to rl, defined by fin positions

The thrust force vector, the center of gravity and the inertia tensor
are defined in the reference system.

1.4 Airframe axis system ai

origin at rocket c.g.

a1 , a2, a3  parallel to r1 , r2, r3

The aerodynamic forces and moments are functions of the anglps of
attack and the angular rates of the aitframe axis system.



1.5 Rk.lative wind axis system w;

origin at rocket c.g.

W I along relative "-v°" ,.u;ector • °

w 2  normal to w1 in the plane defined by w and aI

w 3  normal to w1 and w2

The lift and drag forces are defined in the wi system.

2. Goordinate Conversion Equations

2.1 The transformation between the 1i and the pi system is

Eaijl is obtained in computation by integration of the differential

equations of rotation, using the components of the angular velocity vector (A) ".

2.2 The transformation between the pi system and the ai system

-vP [bij -a

The inertia tensor in the ai system is

1 a 12a 137

I 122 723aI -~ 1 a a a23

L1 a 132 33

and is furnished as part of the input data. The matrix rbij is a matrix
such that L i

[bij 1a [bji]  - Ip

is a diagonal tensor.

[ bijd] will be assumed to be constant, and is pre-computed and stored

for a given trajectory.

2.3 The transformation between the airframe system and the wind system

is

[ci] va



The elements of LciJ] are computed from the components of the relative wind

-. .% -%
U - V-W

L ' J L " J ' "

sin - 3/ U 2  + U3

cos - U2 ! 2  + U3/2 2 + U3

, IUi

cos . UI

,. 2.4 The transformation between the .eference axis system and the air-
frame axis system is a translation

--I a -- r -- r
R - R -Rx x p

-- rwhere R is Lhe center of gravity position vector in the r, system.P

3. Trajectory Equations

The force equation isL

V 22 1 p x (1)

The moment equation is

1P (P - Mp ")P x 1p6  p - 1P P (2)

The velocity equation is

Rm M Laij I V (3)

The rotation equation is obtained by using

[aiji_ [Rl( 1 ) R2 (I )] [R 3 (t')] (4)

.yielding

0 sin 0 tan9 cos 0 tan 0

O - 0 cos 0 - sin 0 (2

0 sin 0 sec 0 cos 0 sec 3p (5)



Equatiorti (1), (2) , (3) =nd (5) are a set Of twelve ;irsc order scuilar
tial equations which will describe the motion of a rigid body. Equation (4) Li:

a functicnal relationship between variables. The force sum, E P in equation (.

and the momnt sum, Z if in equation (2) can be described in other function1
equztions which will coaplere the m hematial uodel of the simulation.

4. Pocead MmtE uations

4.1 Gravity

R

0 2

4.2 Thrus

: - T +AaP

Mt i tC

4.3 Je1 Dmping

H

4.4 Drag

1 . D 1

IDIIT qd C



C D C Do + CDi l

"..a rCi  ,

_,P [b ,J] -a
D D

,u a . a "a
MD  " Rp x D

-1 [i 1 -b a

MD  1 ij] MD

4.5 Lift Force and Moment

L I - w2

.- qd2C~a sin c ao

- P - [b] "
L liji L

-. a . a _,,a
ML R p x L

ML _iji ML

4.6 Aerodynamic Damping Force and Moment
2 .3. .a

a qdCL R x
a q a pW

1Vr1

F - j [b 1.
a - qd 2dCw 1

Fw2 - -
a m

a -qd C we2

JVrI

4.7 Force and Moment Due to Fin Incidence

F5 ZF mqd Ca F bil



2 0

-P b

3.1 The first 8ettp tm preparation of the dispersion armlysis is to
compute a stsndard trajectory utilizing the anticipated gross
lausch ai~ht wW launcher quadrant elevation

5.2 The iulividual dispersion effects are derived as follows

5.2.1 C dis*rxion .ung paracwter ts varied from the
norml by az estieted 3 aiW amont. All other pars-
meters are held constant.

5.2.2 A new tra tctory is computed.

5.2.3 The izpacc displacezent of this new trajectory relative
to the standard tra:elcory is determined.

5.2.4 This process is repeated for each factor that results in
traj*ectory perturbation.

5.3 The total vehicle dispersion is then derived by computing the
square root of the sum of the sares of all individual factors
(Table 5).

5.4 Unit ballistic wind effects as & function of launch quadrant ele-
vation are computed as follows:

5.4.1 A unit wind profile is inserted in the computer and
allowed to perturb the range plane of the trajectory
from ground level to 1O0,O00 feet altitude, or stage
apogee if less than 100,000 feet.

5.4.2 A trajectory is run for several launcher quadrant eleva-tions that vill envelope the anticipated firing angle.

5.4.3 The resulting impacts are then compared to the no-wind
impact with the same launch conditions.

5.4.4 This complete process is then repeatea with the wind
Acting in a plane normal to the trajectory.

5.5 Wind weighting factors,f(Z), are computed by running a sequence of
trajectories writh norl launch quadrant elevation and anit wind
from ground level to an altitude Zc. The resulting impacts are
compared to the standard trajectory to obtain impact displace-
ment# (Table 4).

f() - Displacement Due tL Tind up o o
Displacement Due tv I.ind up &o



6. Cari.olig E3"ation

Coriolis displacement is obtained by double integratiou of the .
acceleration:

-26/ x

Where values of R are taken from the standard trajectory.

7. IS~tinols

AEMotov exit area

ai Axes of airframe axis system

aj Transformation matrix between 1i and p

bLj Transformratioa matrix between p£ and a,

cij Transformation matrix between wv and a1

CD  Drag coefficient

CDo Drag coefilcient at zero angle of attak

G DL Coefficient of induced drag

CLo/i- Lift coefficient slope for entire vehicle

C ,F Lift coeffi-ient slope for one f~n

L . Roll damping coefficient

CWj2  Pitch damping coefficient

C" Aerodynamic reference area; diameter squared

D Drag force

fForce vector

Force due to rotation (damping force)

Force due to fin incidence

Gravitational force

o Gravitational force at origin of 1i system

I Inertia tensor

I Wd Angular mweatum

.- t Jet Damping force

Axes of launcher coordinate system

L Lift force vector

Rockst mass



M Moment vector

NMoment due to drag

MJ Moment due to jet damping

MMoment due to lift

Moment due to thrust

X S  Moment due to fin incidence

MW Moment due to aerodynamic damping of rotation

16th
ni Unit vector normal to i fin: i - 1, 2, 3, 4

Pi Axes of principal axis coordinate system

PA Ambient atmospheric pressure

PS Sea level atmospheric pressure

q Dynamic pressure

R Position vector

R 0 Radius of earth to origin of Ii system

CR112 Rotation matrix about ith axis, with angle of rotation in
Sparentheses

£ Position vector of ith fin

R Position vector of missile in 1I systemm

R Position vector of aerodynamic center of pressure
p

Rt  Position vector of point of action of thrust force

t Unit vector in direction of thrust force

T Thrust force

T Sea level thrust

U Relative wind vector

W Wind vector

Vr Relative wind magnitude; uI

wi  Axes of wind axis system

OK Angle of attack

Orientdtion of angle of attack

Incidence angle of ith fin



G Pitch angle

_-- Standard dvviat ion

0 Roll angle

yYaw angle

N_ Angular rate vector oi rockat

4J E Angular rate vector of the earth



.PPENDIX II

PAUIA I FLIGHT FROM AIRCRAFT JETTISON TO TEMIOATION

I
I



TIME RA4GE ALTITUDE VELOCITY MACH DYNAMIC
FROM FROM

JETTISON DROP POINT NUMBER PRESSURE T
(Seec) (Feet) (Feet) (Ft/Sec) (Lb/Ft2) F

JET
0. 0 35000 931 0.96 321 (
0.1 93 34995 928 0.95 319
0.2 185 34989 924 0.95 317 * ' 16
0.3 277 34984 921 0.95 314 16
0.4 369 34978 917 0.94 312 17
0.5 460 34971 914 0.94 310 i)
0.6 551 34965 910 0.93 307 if
0.7 642 34958 893 0.92 296 1
0.8 729 34951 867 0.89 279 ,
0.9 814. 34944 842 0.86 263 11
1.0 897 34936 819 0.84 249 2(
1.5 1279 34898 720 0.74 193 2(
2.0 1616 34857 642 0.66 154 2,
-.5 1918 34813 581 0.60 126 2
3.0 2191 34765 531 0.54 105 2:
3.5 2440 34714 489 0.50 90 2
4.0 2670 34659 455 0.47 78 2
4.5 2882 34600 426 0.44 68 2
5.0 3079 34538 401 0.41 61 2,
5.5 3262 34473 380 0.39 55 2,
6.0 3434 34403 . 362 0.37 50 2
6.5 3595 34330 347 0.36 46 2
7.0 3747 34254 334 0.34 42 2
7.5 3890 34175 323 0.33 40 ,
8.0 4026 34091 313 0.32 38 2
8.5 4154 34005 305 0.31 36 2
9.0 4275 33915 299 0.31 34 2
9.5 4390 33823 293 0.30 33 T 2

10.0 4499 33726 289 0.29 32 2 2
10.5 4603 33628 285 0.29 32 2
11.0 4702 33526 282 0.29 31 3
11.5 4796 33421 280 0.29 31 3
12.0 4885 33314 278 0.28 31 3
12.5 4969 33204 277 0.28 30
13.0 5050 33092 276 0.28 30
13.5 5126 32977 275 0.28 30
14.0 5199 32861 275 0.28 30
14.5 5268 32742 275 0.28 30

MAIN PARACHUTE DEPLOYMENT

14.5 5268 32742 275 0.28 30
14.6 5281 32718 277 0.28 31
14.7 5295 32694 280 0.28 32
14.8 5308 32669 282 0.29 32
14.9 5322 32644 280 0.29 32
15.0 5335 32620 260 0.26 27
15.1 5346 32598 227 0.23 21
15.2 5355 32580 191 0.19 15
15.3 5363 32564 162 0.16 11
15.4 5370 32551 141 0.14 8
15.5 5376 32539 125 0.13 6

A



TIME RANGE ALTITUDE VELOCITY MACH DYNAMIC

FROM FROM NUMBER PRESSURE

JETTISON DROP POINT NUMBER PRESSURE

(See) (Feet) (Feet) (Ft/Sec) (Lb/It2 )

16.0 5396 32492 85 0.09 3

16.5 5409 32456 70 0.07 2

17.0 5418 32425 63 0.06 2

17.5 5425 32395 59 0.06 1

18.0 5429 32366 57 0.06 1

18.5 5433 32338 56 0.06 1

19.0 5435 32310 56 0.06 1

19.5 5437 32283 56 0.06 1

20.0 5439 32255 55 0.06 1

20.5 5440 32227 55 0.06 1

21.0 5441 32200 55 0.06 1

21.5 5441 32172 55 0.06 1

22.0 5442 32145 55 0.06 1

22.5 5442 32117 55 0.06 1

23.0 5442 32089 55 0.06 1

23.5 5443 32062 55 0.06 1

24.0 5443 32034 55 0.06 1

24.5 5443 32007 55 0.06 1

25.0 5443 31979 55 0.06 1

25.5 5443 31952 55 0.06 1

26.0 5443 31924 55 0.06 1

26.5 5443 31897 55 0.06 1

27.0 5443 31869 55 0.06 1

27.5 5443 31842 55 0.06 1

28.0 5443 31814 55 0.06 1

28.5 5443 31787 55 0.06 1

29.0 5443. 31760 55 0.06 1

29.5 5443 31732 55 0.06 1

30.0 5443 31705 55 0.06 1

30.5 5443 31677 55 0.06 1

31.0 5443 31650 55 0.06 1

SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCH

31.0 31650 -55 0.06 1

31.1 31650 9 0.01 0

31.5 31827 797 0.81 263

32.0 32469 1792 1.82 1305

32.5 33614 2644 2.70 '729

33.0 35012 2910 2.99 3a32

33.5 36495 2995 3.09 3116

33.7 37093 2984 3.08 3003

34.0 37983 2953 3.05 2803

34.5 39448 2905 3.00 2523

35.0 40888 2858 2.95 2301

35.5 42306 2814 2.91 2095

36.0 43702 2772 2.86 1903

41.0 56663 2433 2.51 778

51.0 78526 1967 2.03 180

61.0 96315 1600 1.61 49

71.0 110617 1264 1.24 16



TI1E RANGE ALTITUDE VELOCIVr MACH DYN
FROM IROM NUMBER PRE

JETISON DROP PIM
(Sec) (Feet) (Feet) (Ft/Sec) (Lb

81.0 121643 941 0.90
91.0 129426 621 0.59 2

101.0 134052" 303 0.28 0

111.0 135500 0 0.28 0

SOUNDING ROCKET APOGEE

i .', 135500 0

117.0 134934 186

131.0 129877 494

149.u 120000 500

170.0 110000 398
198.3 100000 314

234.3 90000 245
280.6 80000 191
339.6 70000 150
414.6 60000 118

510.2 50000 93
630.5 40000 73
782.5 30000 60



APPEMIX III

CALCULATIONS OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIM1S
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The determination of rocket vehicle and parachute aerodynamic
coefficients is best made by either wind tunnel or flight testing.
For preliminary design purposes, however, many shapes are well enough
defined as to aerodynamic parameters to allow close e..timates of system
performance to be formed.

The sounding rocket illustrated in Figure I consists of six
basic aerodynamic shapes:

1. Thc nose, an L/D=3 tangent ogive.
2. An L/D=4 cylinder.
3. A 2 1/20 conical step.
4. An L/D-l.59 cylinder.
5. A cruciform tail assembly consisting of 45 swept wings

having a 7.1% double wedge section.
6. The base area, which is aerodynamically equivalent to a flat

based cylinder.

The aerodynamic coefficients of interest during preliminary design
include:

I. The vehicle coasting drag coefficient.
2. The base drag coefficient.
3. The induced drag coefficient.
4. The vehicle normal force coefficient.
5. The vehicle moment coefficient.

These dimensionless coefficients enable the preliminary designer,
using modern computing aids, to form a very accurate estimate of vehicle
performance and aerodynamic environment.

Subsonic drag coefficients are determined in general by reference
to voluminous wind tunnel data collected over the years by many agencies.
Supersonic coefficients above a Mach Number of 2 may be calculated using
many available theories. Such methods utilize the equations of gas dynamics
to determine atmospheric properties before and after normal and incident
shock waves caused by vehicle interference with the supersonic airstream,

An example might be the calculation of normal force coefficients
for the supersonic symmetrical double wedge fin shown below:



The theory, derived by Busemann, assumes that the angles C and
are small and that no span wise flow exists (the flow is "two dimensional").
The pressure fields PI, P2 , P3, P4 are determined by small distrubance theory
to be functions of a power series based on the flow deflection angle. For the
field PI, the deflection angle is&- S, for P2, the dcflection angle io &+8
for P3, it is-Z6 ,and for P4 -2

The normal force may be found by integrating pressure over the elements

of area, dA, in a chordwise direction.

Fn M f(PI + P3 -P2 -P 4 )A

Busemann showed the results of this integration to yield:

n 4c? . where

Fn -normal force
q - dynamic pressure, 1/2 pV 2

S - wing area
M - Mach Number

Similar methods are available for other aerodynamic components.
Figure 6 and the table below su==arize the principal aerodynamic coefficients
for the M-58 Sounding Rocket.

Mach Number Vehicle Cn& Vehicle Cmo%

0 33.85 -22.47
.6 23.85 -22.47

1.0 13.59 -11.67



Mach Number Vehicle Cnc. Vehicle Cmcc

1.2 8.96 - 7.18
1.4 8.24 - 6.52
1.6 7.76 - 6.09
1.8 7.38 - 5.74
2.0 7.00 - 5.39
2.2 6.71 - 5.14
2.4 6.44 - 4.90
2.6 6.19 - 4.68
2.8 5.95 - 4.46
3.0 5.72 - 4.26

where: dCn dFn

------ ___,_ per radian
dQ- 1/2 V2SRefdOC

cmcr ,d.m. = dM per zadian

doC 1/2 rV 2 SRefLd&

and: Fn - Total vehicle normal force.

OL= Angle of attack

1/2eV2 - Dynamic pressure.

SRef 34.00 2

M - Moment about vehicle nose.

L - Body length = 58.34 in.

The aerodynamics of the parachute systems discussed in this report
are based on values obtained from the United States Air Force Parachute
Handbook, and are those values recommended for preliminary design.
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